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Abstract
Visual odometry (VO) is an important part of egomotion estimation in mobile robot
applications. In this work, an evaluation of three state-of-the-art VO algorithms, DSO,
ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2 is performed in thirteen trajectories with different frame
rates enforcing real-time and offline execution. To benchmark the VO algorithms, a
novel dataset with high frame rate of 200 frames per second was collected. The dataset
consists of thirteen grayscale stereo image sequences recorded with a resolution of
968 × 416 and an accurate real-time kinematics (RTK) corrected reference from
GNSS inertial navigation system at 100 Hz. Furthermore, exposure times and gain
values are provided for each image together with a photometric calibration. It is
shown that none of the algorithms were able to provide acceptable estimate in all
trajectories and that higher frame rates can help VO algorithms to provide more
robust and accurate motion estimates.
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Kuvapohjainen odometria on tärkeä osa liikkuvien robottien oman liikkeen esti-
mointia. Tässä työssä vertaillaan kolmea kuvapohjaista odometriamenetelmää (DSO,
ORB-SLAM2 ja SVO2) kolmellatoista ajoreitillä sekä reaaliaikasena että ilman
laskennan aikarajoitusta. Menetelmien vertailua varten on kerätty korkeataajuinen
visuaalisen odometrian mittausaineisto. Se koostuu harmaasävystereokamerakuvis-
ta, jotka on kerätty 968 × 416 resoluutiolla ja 200 Hz:n taajuudella, sekä tarkasta
yhdistetyllä satelliittipaikannus- ja inertiamittausjärjestelmällä tuotetusta 100 Hz:n
taajuisesta vertailumittauksesta. Lisäksi kaikille kuville on mitattu kameran valo-
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols
T transformation matrix
R rotation matrix
t translation vector
[t]× skew symmetric matrix of translation
α roll angle
β pitch angle
γ yaw angle
h absolute horizontal position
d absolute position
θ absolute orientation
v absolute velocity
ω absolute angular velocity
∆t time difference

Operators∏m
k=1 product over k from 1 to m∑n
i=1 sum over i from 1 to n

Tr( R ) trace of a rotation matrix
|| t ||2 Euclidean norm of a translation vector
Ta Tb matrix multiplication

Abbreviations

2-D two-dimensional
3-D three-dimensional
AGC automatic gain control
AES auto exposure shutter
AOI area of interest
ArUco augmented reality University of Cordoba
BA bundle adjustment
BoW bag-of-words
BRIEF binary robust independent elementary features
CPU central processing unit
CSV comma separated file
DSO direct sparse odometry
EKF extended Kalman filter
EM expectation maximization
ERL expected residual likelihood
FAST features from accelerated segment test
FPS frames per second
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FOV field of view
GNSS global navigation satellite system
GPIO general purpose input/output
IDF inverse document frequency
IMU inertial measurement unit
INS inertial navigation system
KF Kalman filter
LIDAR light detecting and ranging
MAP maximum a posteriori
ML maximum likelihood
NTRIP networked transport of RTCM via Internet protocol
ORB Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
PF particle filter
RANSAC random sample consensus
RGB-D red green blue-depth
RMSE root mean square
ROI region of interest
ROS robot operating system
RTCM radio technical commission for maritime services
RTK real-time kinematics
SDK software development kit
SIFT scale invariant feature transform
SURF speeded up robust features
SIMD single instruction, multiple data
SLAM simultaneous localization and mapping
SPAN synchronized position attitude navigation
SSE streaming SIMD extensions
SVO semi-direct visual odometry
TF term frequency
USB universal serial bus
VO visual odometry



1 Introduction
The fast evolvement of mobile robotic applications, such as autonomous vehicles,
during the past decade has increased the demand for accurate position and orientation
information that is crucial for navigation of autonomous systems [1]. An autonomous
vehicle driving in public can endanger human lives inside the vehicle as well as in its
surroundings if its location is not accurately known [2]. Satellite navigation provides
global location but it is not accurate enough and the signals are not always available
e.g. in deep forests, tunnels, indoors or canyons [3, 4, 5]. Other common methods to
track local movement of a vehicle include wheel odometry, inertial measurement unit
(IMU), light detection and ranging (LIDAR) odometry and visual odometry (VO).
Neither wheel odometry nor IMU are suitable for tracking long trajectories because
the solution starts to drift quickly [2]. Additionally, wheel odometry causes high
errors if the wheels slip. The recent results for LIDAR odometry are very promising
[6]; however, also the solution of LIDAR odometry drifts in longer trajectories and it
has been shown that better results can be obtained by combining LIDAR odometry
with VO [7]. Compared to LIDARs, cameras are passive and cheap sensors, capable
of providing rich semantic information of their surroundings, therefore VO is an
obvious choice in any mobile robot application. Additionally, an estimate based on
measurements from a single sensor or sensor modality is not sufficient to achieve
robust and accurate estimation, typically estimates from different sensor modalities
are fused together using filtering techniques [2]. Another aspect is that the security
of a mobile robot or mobile system can be endangered, if a malicious person wants
to send false signals to the sensors in intention to distract the system [8]. Use of
several sensor types in a mobile system lowers the vulnerability of the system against
attacks that are targeted to a specific sensor modality.

Autonomous platforms, such as self-driving cars, need to be provided with accurate
real-time location and orientation also in high velocities. To my knowledge, all the
state-of-the-art VO benchmarks [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] are limited to
frame rates of 30 frames per second (FPS) or below. In public VO datasets recorded
on a vehicle platform, Oxford RobotCar dataset [16], KITTI odometry dataset [9]
and Malaga Urban dataset [10], the sequences are collected at frame rates of 11.1/16
FPS, 10 FPS and 20 FPS, respectively. In highway velocities, the translation between
consequent images is significantly higher than in urban area, where moderate frame
rates of 10 to 20 FPS are sufficient for accurate and robust estimation of egomotion.

In this work, a comprehensive evaluation of three well-known state-of-the-art
VO algorithms is presented for DSO [19, 20], ORB-SLAM2 [21, 22] and SVO2
[23, 24]. The performance of the VO algorithms is compared with various frame
rates up to 200 FPS in offline mode and enforcing real-time execution. Furthermore,
a comprehensive analysis of the experiments is provided and it is shown that the
reliability and accuracy of the VO algorithms can be improved with high frame rate
image sequences. To record image sequences and references for the experiment, the
Finnish Geospatial Research Institute (FGI) autonomous research vehicle observatory
(ARVO), an autonomous-capable Ford Mondeo Hybrid, has been instrumented with
a high frame rate (HFR)-capable grayscale stereo camera pair and a GNSS inertial
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navigation system to collect the reference and synchronize the image acquisition.
A novel dataset is recorded with a frame rate of 200 FPS to benchmark the VO
algorithms for the needs of autonomous vehicle applications. The dataset consists
of thirteen sequences, varying scenes from structured environments to small forest
roads and highways, grayscale stereo image pairs with a resolution of 968 × 416,
photometric calibration in addition to standard geometric calibration, exposure time
and gain value for each frame and a real-time kinematics corrected global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) inertial navigation system reference at 100 Hz. The dataset
can be used to benchmark VO algorithms with seven frame rates in range of 10
to 200 FPS, where the lower frame rate sequences are extracted from the original
dataset of 200 FPS.

The outline of the work is the following. Section 2 gives an overview over the
basics of VO after which it explains how optical flow and feature tracking are used
as building blocks of VO, followed by the derivation of simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) technique to enhance the VO solution. The VO methods DSO,
SVO2 and ORB-SLAM2, used in this work are introduced in Section 3. The hardware
and software components of the developed research platform are presented together
with the calibration procedure in Section 4. First, in Section 5, the data collection
parameters are introduced. Secondly, an overview of the recorded trajectories and
their characteristics is given. Thirdly, the data processing pipeline and the error
metrics of the evaluation are presented. In Section 6, the offline processed estimates
of different frame rates are first compared to the reference trajectory. Secondly,
the estimates are analyzed more carefully with selected frame rates and thirdly,
the results of real-time and offline execution are compared. The results section is
summarized in Section 6.4 and discussed in Section 7. Finally, the conclusion is
presented in Section 8.
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2 Background
This section discusses the principal methods that are generally used for solving
the egomotion estimation of a moving camera in a three-dimensional (3-D) scene.
A camera-based egomotion estimation can be done with a monocular camera, a
stereo camera rig or with multiple cameras triggered simultaneously. The egomotion
estimation pipeline may include but is not limited to the following methods: First
the two-dimensional (2-D) movement in the image between the consequent frames is
tracked by using extracted features or by relying on pure pixel intensities (so called
appearance based methods). Secondly, the camera motion (translation and rotation)
is estimated based on the tracked movements and then the result may be enhanced
by optimization. Finally, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) can be
used to improve the results. SLAM is not a necessary extension of visual odometry
but often results in more accurate egomotion estimation, therefore it is an important
extension of odometry. The aforementioned methods are described in more detail in
the following sections.

2.1 Optical Flow and Feature Tracking
Optical flow can be defined by tracking features within image sequence to provide
sparse optical flow field or alternatively by intensity matching using a block matching
algorithm to provide a dense optical flow field. A dense optical flow field can provide
more accurate egomotion estimation because more point correspondences are used,
moreover if global refinement methods are used, higher insensitivity to noise can be
achieved [25]. Optical flow or motion flow can be understood as two-dimensional
vector field describing the motion between two images. It can be defined as the
pattern of motion caused by the relative motion between an observer and an observed
scene but it is only a projection of the actual 3-D scene [26]. Figure 1 illustrates
optical flow field.

Optical flow is applied in various domains like in video encoding, in biomedical
applications e.g example in blood flow estimation [27] and increasingly in automated
video surveillance systems, specifically in pedestrian behaviour analysis and crowd
motion detection [28, 29]. In robotics and autonomous applications optical flow is
used for moving object detection and tracking, object segmentation and determining
structure from motion (SfM) and visual odometry [26].

The mostly used assumption in optical flow estimation is that the intensity of
the pixels stays unchanged between two subsequent images [26, 30]. However, this
assumption is not true due to unwanted phenomena like reflections, shadows and
changes of lighting conditions in a dynamic environment [26, 30]. Another source of
errors is the imaging device itself. The imaging sensor causes inherent noise in the
images [30] and samples the actual scene in the images. The lens of the camera is
subject to lens attenuation called vignetting, which causes attenuation of brightness
towards the edges of the lens [19].

For evaluation of optical flow, publicly available optical flow benchmarks exist.
The three most well-known benchmarks are Middlebury Benchmark [31], MPI Sintel
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Figure 1: The frame in the upper right corner is the current image frame. The optical
flow, which is illustrated in the left column, is defined by a block matching algorithm
between the current and the previous frame. The lower right corner defines the scale
for the movement. The direction and length of the flow vectors are described by the
hue and intensity, respectively. The maximum intensity is ten pixels horizontally
and vertically. The black color is used to omit the uninformative part of the image.
The reflection in the bottom of the image disrupts the flow estimation.

Flow Dataset [32] and KITTI Vision Benchmark [9, 33]. Middlebury Benchmark
consists of image pairs and short sequences in various settings from moving targets
to small observer movements [31]. MPI Sintel provides a synthetic dataset that is a
3-D animated short film with long sequences and large motions [32]. KITTI Vision
Benchmark has made available two optical flow sets in 2012 [9] and 2015 [33]. KITTI
Dataset aims to provide a real-world computer vision benchmarks and their data
is collected with a car equipped with an inertial navigation system (INS), a laser
scanner, two monochrome cameras and two color cameras.

One way to categorize optical flow algorithms is to divide them to sparse ap-
proaches and dense approaches [19, 34]. The sparse approaches focus on matching
the features between two images only for a subset of pixels around carefully selected
points of interest, traditionally corners and blobs. Alternatively, dense approaches
try to assign a flow vector for all the pixels in the images [19]. Hybrid methods, called
semi-dense methods try to benefit from combining both of the earlier mentioned
approaches to avoid calculation of a dense vector field, nevertheless building a strongly
connected flow field [19]. The earlier mentioned vision flow benchmarks can also
be used for sparse methods but since sparse methods can not provide a dense flow
field, their results are only partially comparable with the complete reference flow
field provided.

Another categorization can be done between direct and indirect methods [19].
Direct methods rely on matching the pure pixel intensities of the image to find
the motion [19]. Direct methods are sometimes also called as appearance based
methods. Indirect methods that can also be called feature-based methods, calculate
a histogram or other representation for interest points to perform the matching
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[19]. Some applications can combine both, direct and indirect approaches [23]. Also,
both sparse and dense approaches can be implemented with either direct or indirect
methods [23]. The features that are matched between the images are called feature
correspondences.

Variational methods or sometimes called global refinement methods are one more
technique used to improve a dense optical flow field. Variational methods or energy
based methods penalize the flow field for sudden changes aiming for a smooth flow
field [30]. In sparse flow fields sudden changes are normal and the smoothing might
present unrealistic behavior, therefore variational approaches can only be used with
dense optical flow field.

In general, direct methods rely on block matching to find the flow field. There are
several block matching algorithms that have different logic to search the minimum but
usually they search the flow within a distance decided beforehand. The minimum can
be searched by moving towards the gradient and avoiding local minima by comparing
the flow estimate to the neighborhood [35]. Typically, block matching algorithms
are based on the difference of intensity within a block defined with absolute sum
of differences, squared sum of differences or normalized cross correlation within the
block [35, 36]. Chan et al. [36] proposed a method in which any block matching
algorithm can be used to obtain the integer level flow and then the sub pixel flow
is estimated by simplified optical flow solution. Census transform [35, 37] can be
used in block matching to code the difference of a pixel to its neighborhood and use
this value as the block intensity to achieve robustness against illumination changes.
For sparse approaches, e.g. speeded up robust features (SURF) [38], scale invariant
feature transform (SIFT) [39] and oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB) [40]
features can be used to increase the robustness against changes of illumination.

2.2 Visual Odometry
Visual odometry (VO) also known as egomotion estimation, is a technique to estimate
the motion of the camera (translation and rotation) from a sequence of images. VO is
a more particular problem of structure from motion (SfM), which aims in constructing
a three-dimensional scene from a set of images [41, 42]. Both monocular camera VO
(e.g. [19, 21, 23, 43, 44, 45, 46]) and stereo camera VO (e.g. [20, 22, 24, 47, 48, 49, 50])
are well-studied approaches that have been successfully used to solve the problem.

Both monocular and stereo camera systems have their advantages and disadvan-
tages. Stereo camera estimation requires that the installation of the cameras is done
with a great care so that the orientation and the distance between the cameras cannot
change and the image acquisition is synchronized. A stereo camera system cannot
exploit the whole image plane because usually only part of the images are overlapping
and can be used for the depth estimation. From monocular image sequence it is
not possible to explicitly tell if an object in the image is a moving object or a static
object [45, 50, 51]. A monocular camera system however is cheaper and needs less
computation to define egomotion but some specific constraints need to be utilized to
eliminate the moving object points from the estimation. Monocular image sequence
provides only the relative movement and a complementary odometry information or
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Figure 2: The visual odometry problem is shown with stereo camera setup in three
positions Ck−1, Ck and Ck+1. The transformations between the camera locations
are marked as Tk,k−1 and Tk+1,k. Adapted from [41].

known distance in the image needs to be used to define the scale and recover the
metric change between the camera locations [45, 50, 51]. In both methods, binocular
and monocular, camera calibration is needed to perform measurements from the
images.

Within the last ten years the investigation of the VO methods has been very
active and several new promising methods have been published in the recent years
[20, 22, 24, 47, 48]. A visualization of VO problem is demonstrated in Figure 2.
Optical flow or feature tracking is used as a building block for VO algorithm, from
which the motion can be estimated. It was shown in [52] that the distribution of the
features in the image plane should be as uniform as possible, otherwise a drift can
be accumulated in the result. With a dense appearance-based approach it is easy
to select the points uniformly but with a sparse feature-based approach it might be
more difficult especially in an unstructured environment. To tackle this issue with
the feature-based methods, the image plane can be divided into a grid and the same
number of features is defined for each grid [21, 53].

In an dynamic environment the motion of the camera needs to be distinguished
from the motion of moving objects in the image, false flow measurements should not
be used in the estimation. The random sample consensus (RANSAC) [54] is one
possible solution that can be used to remove the outliers from the measurements.
In a stereo setup the depth image can be acquired from two overlapping images
taken at the same time and the points that do not fit in the epipolar geometry can
be rejected as outliers. Then the moving objects can be found by discarding the
points that do not correspond to the assumption of the movement between the two
time instances. In a monocular setup the movement between two images can always
include motion of the camera and motion of the objects in the image, and therefore
the camera motion is difficult to distinguish from other motion [45, 50, 51]. Some
motion of the other objects can be discarded by applying RANSAC and the epipolar
geometry constraint between two camera locations to the correspondences, but part
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of other motion can be interpreted as fitting to this geometry. E.g. a car which is
moving towards the camera, while the camera is moving as well, is interpreted as
a static object which is closer to the camera, and therefore appears to be moving
fast. Then more images from the sequence with additional constraints can be used
to overcome this problem [50].

The visual odometry algorithms are typically benchmarked with well documented
datasets, a few commonly used benchmarks are presented here. ICL-NUIM RGB-D
[12] dataset consists of two sequences, a living room and an office scene. TUM-
monoVO dataset [13] consists of 50 sequences recorded from indoor to outdoor scenes
with fisheye and pinhole lenses, the exposure times are known for each image and the
cameras are photometrically calibrated. TUM-RGB-D dataset [55] provides color
and depth images recorded with Microsoft Kinect sensor for 39 sequences in an office
environment and inside an industrial hall. EUROC MAV dataset [11] consists of
11 sequences recorded in a machine hall and in a vicon room with a monochrome
stereo camera pair installed in a drone. KITTI visual odometry dataset [9] consists
of 22 sequences recorded with a monochrome stereo camera pair, with a RGB stereo
camera pair and with a laser scanner installed onto a vehicle.

Three commonly used approaches exist for the VO motion estimation: 2-D-to-2-D,
3-D-to-3-D and 3-D-to-2-D methods [41, 42]. The 2-D-to-2-D case is used when
the 3-D data is not available, e.g. in the monocular case between the first two
frames when the points have not been triangulated yet [42]. In the 2-D-to-2-D case
of calibrated camera, the motion parameters of the camera are described by the
so-called essential matrix

E = [t]×R, (1)
where R is the rotation matrix and t is the following translation vector

t =

⎡⎢⎣tx

ty

tz

⎤⎥⎦ (2)

and [t]× is the following skew symmetric matrix

[t]× =

⎡⎢⎣ 0 −tz ty

tz 0 −tx

−ty tx 0

⎤⎥⎦ . (3)

According to [41, 42], the following epipolar geometry constraint, illustrated in Figure
3, can be used to solve the essential matrix E:

q′T Eq = 0, (4)

where q′ and q are normalized image coordinates of feature correspondences in the
subsequent frames in the form q =

[
u, v, 1

]T
.

The essential matrix can be solved from eight-point [45, 56], seven-point [57, p.
281], six-point [58] or five-point [59] algorithms. The essential matrix parameters
can also be estimated by using an iterative method such as Kalman filter [46, 60].
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Figure 3: The epipolar geometry with the scene point, the corresponding image
points and the camera centers, is illustrated. The epipolar plane is formed so that all
the aforementioned points are in the same plane. The epipolar line is the intersection
of the image plane and the epipolar plane. The essential matrix E describes the pose
between the camera centers. Adapted from [41].

An efficient minimal solution known as the five-point algorithm proposed by
Nister requires only five 2-D-to-2-D image point correspondences and has become the
field standard for 2-D-to-2-D motion estimation in scenarios that involve outliers [41].
A classical and a well-known solution for the problem is the so-called eight-point
algorithm from Longuet-Higgins [56]. The eight-point algorithm requires a minimum
of eight point correspondences but with a larger number of correspondences it is
overdetermined and that can provide robustness against noise [41]. Here, we show
only how the classical eight-point algorithm can be solved from the following equation:[

uu u′v u′ uv′ vv′ v′ u v 1
]

E = 0, (5)

where E =
[
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9

]T
[41]. The above equation can be

solved by applying singular value decomposition (SVD) technique [56]. Nister’s
five-point algorithm works even for planar scenes but requires the cameras to be
calibrated whereas the eight-point algorithm assumes a nonplanar scene but works
for calibrated and uncalibrated cameras [41].

In 3-D-to-3-D case the 3-D feature points, that are the points of interest found in
the images, are triangulated to estimate the motion and the transformation between
the subsequent images is estimated by minimizing the Euclidean distance between
the corresponding points with the following equation:

arg min
T

∑
i

||Xi − TX′
i||

2
. (6)

In the above equation, to find the optimal translation T, for all features i, Xi and
X′

i are the corresponding homogenous 3-D coordinates in current and previous frame,
respectively [42]. The solution can be calculated with minimum three 3-D-to-3-D
correspondences [41]. One possible solution was proposed by Arun et al. [61]. They
compute the translation from the difference of the 3-D point set centroids and the
rotation part using SVD [41]. The minimum number of required points is also a
question of the systems degrees of freedom (DoF) and the model that is used for
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the movement [42]. Ultimately the number of point correspondences is a trade-off
between precision and time performance [41, 42].

The 3-D-to-2-D case is similar to 3-D-to-3-D with the difference that the 2-D
reprojection error is minimized by projecting the 3-D point into the image plane. A
general formulation of the problem is to minimize

arg min
T

∑
i

||pi − f(TX′
i)||

2
, (7)

where pi is the feature point in the current frame and f(TX′
i) is the reprojection

function of the corresponding 3-D point in the previous frame according to the
tranformation T [41, 42]. The minimal solution for Equation (7) involves three
feature correspondences as in the 3-D-to-3-D case [41].

It is shown by Nister et al. [62] that 2-D-to-2-D and 3-D-to-2-D approaches
provide better accuracy than 3-D-to-3-D approach for motion estimation. This is
due to the triangulated 3-D points that are inaccurate in depth. 3-D-to-2-D method
actually minimizes the image reprojection error (7), in comparison to 3-D-to-3-D
method that minimizes the point position error (6). In a monocular case the 2-D-
to-2-D method is interesting because the motion estimation can be performed by
using only two frames. In practice, the 3-D-to-2-D approach is preferred to minimize
the number of needed correspondences. This is crucial in fast and robust motion
estimation [41].

In a monocular system, two consequent frames are used for solving the motion.
The motion of a monocular system can be only solved up to scale; typically the
distance between the first two frames is set to one and the other motions are solved
in scale w.r.t. the first motion [41]. In a monocular system, the images are not
recorded at the same time, and therefore in a dynamic environment it is hard to
define which part of the motion in the image is from moving targets and which
is caused by the movement of the camera. In a monocular case the triangulation
needs to be estimated by first defining the 2-D-to-2-D feature matches and then
triangulation is possible [41]. The monocular approach is interesting because it is
cheaper and easier to install but it is difficult to initialize in comparison to a stereo
setup. In addition, monocular approach is prone to errors resulting from scale drift
[41].

In the stereo camera case with a known baseline, the 3-D structure of the scene
can be estimated by triangulation from the two images shot at the same time from
the left and the right camera that have a known baseline [42]. The stereo camera
method degrades to a monocular case when the distance to the objects in the scene
is much higher than the baseline of the stereo setup [41]. The advantage of stereo
camera setup is the need to calculate the 3-D matches only between two views in
comparison to three views in the monocular case [41].

Outliers or false correspondences are always involved in VO estimation. Possible
causes are nonidealities of the feature detectors, descriptors, the camera sensor and
the changes in viewpoint as well as occlusions [53]. Outlier removal is one of the most
important tasks in VO estimation, since false measurements can severely reduce the
accuracy of the estimate. An example of the outlier effect is visualized in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The estimated trajectory of visual odometry with and without outlier
removal. Reprinted with permission [63].

The outliers should be avoided and RANSAC, that has become the standard method
for model estimation in the presence of outliers [53], is one possibility. The basic idea
of the RANSAC algorithm is to compute model hypotheses by randomly sampling
the data and then confirm the result on the remaining data points [53]. The data for
RANSAC in VO estimation are the feature correspondences and the model to fit is
the rotation and translation between the two frames [53]. The inliers are found by
comparing the distance of the data points to the epipolar line [57, p. 291].

To find the correct solution with probability p, the minimum number of iterations
is computed by

log(1 − p)
log(1 − (1 − ϵ)s) , (8)

where s is the number of data points needed for the model and ϵ is the outlier
percentage in the data [53]. To achieve a robust selection of features in practice,
it is suggested in [53] that the resulting number of iterations is multiplied by ten.
Note that the same effect is achieved by increasing p, the demanded probability for
success. RANSAC is a probabilistic method and the solution can be different for
every iteration; however, the solution normally converges if enough iterations are
used [53].

Instead of RANSAC it was recently proposed by Jaegle et al. [64] that the
expected residual likelihood (ERL) can be used to estimate a confidence weight for
each flow vector describing the motion between the point correspondences. The ERL
based method appears to be robust in the presence of outliers and runs an impressive
30 - 40 Hz on a single central processing unit (CPU) [64]. The robust kernel approach
of ERL permits the definition of the motion estimate from a large number of flow
vectors [64]. In a method called Fast Semi-Direct Monocular Visual Odometry (SVO)
published by Forster et al. [23], it was proposed that no outlier detection is used
and instead a Bayesian filter is used in the back end of the algorithm to estimate the
depth of feature locations. And the corresponding 3-D points are added to the map
only when the depth-filter of the point has converged. The convergence of the 3-D
points over several measurements guarantees that only the inliers are used for the
estimation [23].
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It needs to be noted that it might be preferable to select a minimum model for
the VO estimation, e.g. a vehicle moves mostly in a horizontal plane, therefore the
movement could be modeled in a two-dimensional space. Scaramuzza et al. showed
in [52] that in the case of wheeled motion like in a car, the motion model of a vehicle
can be constrained to 2 DoF when it is assumed that the vehicle moves on a plane
and the translation is described as circular motion around a center of rotation. This
assumption leads to a minimal solver of one feature correspondence. In the case of
one feature correspondence, RANSAC is not practical solution since the problem can
be solved by a histogram voting in a single iteration [53]. In [63], where the histogram
voting technique is explained in more detail, it was shown that the performance of
histogram voting and one-point RANSAC is in most cases almost as good as the
five-point algorithm. Histogram voting and one-point RANSAC are techniques worth
considering for real-time visual odometry in wheeled applications. On the other hand,
if the features are noisy and only a few features are used, the noise will leak into the
estimation because there is not enough averaging [53].

2.3 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
The most successful state-of-the-art egomotion methods are acquired by using simul-
taneous localization and mapping (SLAM), a technique that increases the accuracy in
comparison to pure visual odometry [65, 66]. SLAM is a technique for mobile robots
to localize themselves in an unvisited environment and simultaneously construct a
consistent map of the environment [67]. SLAM is a well-known problem that has
been studied for more than 30 years [67, 68, 69]. The localization and mapping
problems were first studied independently before recognizing their dependency [69].
SLAM is a general purpose method that is not bound to camera data but can be
performed with any sensor data observing its surroundings. The word visual together
with SLAM is only an extension to specify that image data is used as system input.
A general SLAM system consists of two modules, a front end and a back end [68].
In the front end the incoming sensor data is preprocessed so that it satisfies the
mapping requirements of the back end, e.g in camera data the features need to be
extracted and triangulated to define the location [68]. In that sense the front end
of a visual SLAM system can be understood as visual odometry described in the
previous chapter [41].

Pose-graph optimization and bundle adjustment (BA) are camera pose opti-
mization methods that can be used in the back end of VO to improve the motion
estimates, so that the accumulated drift can be minimized [53]. The VO trajectory
can be visualized as a graph, where each transformation presents an edge connected
to two nodes, that each present the pose of the current frame [70]. In a pose-graph
optimization the graph is optimized by searching the camera pose parameters that
minimize the following cost function:∑

eij

||Ci − Teij
Cj||2, (9)

where Ci and Cj are the poses before and after the transformation Teij
and eij are

all the edges included in the optimization [53].
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BA is similar to pose-graph estimation but instead of refining only the camera
pose parameters, it jointly optimizes the 3-D feature parameters at the same time
[71]. 3-D features are the points of interest that are found in the images and projected
into three-dimensional space. In BA the image reprojection error is minimized from
the following cost function:

arg min
Xi,Ck

∑
i,k

||pi
k − g(Xi, Ck)||2, (10)

where pi
k is the ith image point in the kth frame corresponding to the 3-D point Xi

and g(Xi, Ck) is the reprojection of the 3-D point to image plane based on the ith
camera pose Ck [53]. BA can be calculated for the complete trajectory when it is
usually referred as global BA or it can be defined by using last n image frames when
it is called local or windowed BA [53]. Compared to pure VO without optimization,
local BA reduces the accumulated drift by utilizing more frames [53]. Even though
global BA provides more accurate estimation, local BA is computationally lighter so
it is the preferred option for real-time applications [42]. The BA can also be used to
optimize only the motion or the structure and then it is called motion-only BA or
structure-only BA, respectively.

Keyframes are an optimization technique used by modern VO algorithms [19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24]. Instead of using all the frames to optimize the odometry estimate,
only a carefully selected subset of all the frames is used. In real-time VO, typically a
few previous keyframes are used for the optimization.

Probabilistic algorithms (Kalman Filter (KF), Particle Filter (PF) Bayesian Filter
(BF) [23], Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Expectation Maximization (EM) [72])
are normally used in the back end of the SLAM to incrementally construct and
refine the map when new measurements become available [68, 69, 73]. SLAM is
commonly formulated as a maximum a posteriori problem and factor graphs are
used to define the dependencies between variables [68]. An example of a factor graph
is shown in Figure 5. The maximum a posteriori SLAM estimation can also be
referred to as factor graph optimization, graph-SLAM, full smoothing or smoothing

Figure 5: Factor graph presentation of the SLAM problem, where blue denotes the
poses, green denotes the landmarks and orange denotes the calibration parameters
(K ). The black squares denote factors, where label c stands for loop closure, label u
for odometry constraints, label v for the sensor observations and label p for prior
factors. Adapted from [68].
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and mapping (SAM) [68]. Previously the SLAM problem has been solved more
efficiently and accurately with maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation than with
non-linear filtering methods but state-of-the-art performance has been achieved also
with extended Kalman filter (EKF) based systems [68]. In EKF based systems, the
error propagates from the inaccuracy of the linearization point [68].

In a SLAM problem, the target is to estimate X, which includes the trajectory
(as a discrete set of poses) and the position of landmarks in the environment. In
the back end, poses X are estimated given the measurements {Z = zk : k = 1, ..., m}
and the measurements are described as a function of X so that

zk = hk(Xk) + ϵk, (11)

where Xk is a subset of X at the occurrence of observations, hk(·) is the measurement
model and ϵk is the measurement noise [68]. The MAP is then estimated followingly:

X̂ = arg max
X

p(X|Z) = arg max
X

p(Z|X)p(X), (12)

where X̂ is the MAP estimate, p(Z|X) is the the likelihood of the measurements Z
given the poses X and p(X) is a prior probability of X [68]. The equality of (12)
results from the Bayes theorem. The prior probability p(X) becomes insignificant
if knowledge of the prior is not available, then it can be considered as a constant
(uniform distribution) and it does not affect the estimate so it can be left out of the
optimization [68]. Then the estimation changes to maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE). Under the independence assumption of the measurements Z, equation (12)
takes the form

X̂ = arg max
X

p(X)
m∏

k=1
p(zk|X) = arg max

X
p(X)

m∏
k=1

p(zk|Xk), (13)

because zk is dependent only from subset of variables Xk, as can be observed from
the measurement model in equation (11) [68]. In case of zero-mean Gaussian noise,
the likelihood of the measurement in (13) becomes

p(zk|Xk) ∝ exp(−1
2(hk(Xk) − zk)T Σk

−1(hk(Xk) − zk)), (14)

where Σk is the covariance matrix of ϵk [68]. If the prior probability is known, then
it can be expressed similarly:

p(X) ∝ exp(−1
2(h0(X) − z0)T Σ0

−1(h0(X) − z0)), (15)

where h0(·) is a measurement model for the prior, z0 is the prior mean and Σ0 is
the covariance matrix [68]. Maximizing the posterior is the same as minimizing the
negative log-posterior, so the MAP estimate in (13) can be factorized into

X̂ = arg min
X

− log
(

p(X)
m∏

k=1
p(zk|Xk)

)

= arg min
X

m∑
k=0

(hk(Xk) − zk)T Σk
−1(hk(Xk) − zk),

(16)
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which is a nonlinear least squares optimization problem [68]. The formula (16)
resembles BA cost function (10) discussed earlier, but in SLAM the the problem
is typically solved incrementally when new measurements arrive [68] in comparison
to BA, which is optimized in batches. Another difference to BA is that the sensor
measurement models are not limited to projective geometry so a variety of sensors
such as wheel encoders, inertial measurement units (IMU) or global navigation
satellite systems (GNSS) can be used to solve the problem [68].

The back end usually forwards the processed map information to the front end
for loop-closure and validation [19, 23, 68]. Loop-closure is a a mechanism to identify
the revisited places in the map to close the loops and to correct the map [68]. Loop-
closure detection is a crucial function of a SLAM system and without loop-closure
capability, a SLAM system degrades to odometry estimation [68]. The loop closure
can be used to detect and correct the drift caused by the visual odometry estimation
to produce a metric map that maintains the geometric relations of world [41], but
a single false positive detection can also severely distort the estimated trajectory
[68]. Without loop closure it is only possible to produce a locally consistent map to
estimate the local trajectory [41].

A loop closure is detected by matching the current scene with the previously
detected scenes. This can be accomplished by using the extracted features of the
scene, which is too time-consuming for any real-time application [68]. Instead of
features, bag-of-words (BoW) method [74] is used to pack the feature information
in a more efficient representation to enable fast comparison in large datasets. In
the case of image data, the BoW approach determines the local features in the
image frame as visual words [69]. Common practice in assigning the words a weight
is to use the importance of the words in the image (Term Frequency (TF), the
amount of occurences in the image) and importance of the words in the collection
(Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)) [69]. For a faster search, all the visual words
representing the images are organized by an inverted index that has a book like index
structure, where each word is followed by a list of all the images that contain the
corresponding word [69].

The SLAM formulation has a fundamental problem related to the common static
world assumption, which states that the world remains unchanged during the SLAM
process [68]. Even though short-term dynamics in the environment can be neglected,
this assumption hardly never holds over long periods [68]. The materials in the
environment are subject to aging, which means that the colors fade and structures
change even in zones free of human intrusion. Much faster changes are caused
by weather and season, especially snow completely changes the structure and the
color of the environment. So far these dynamics have been tried to be tackled by
maintaining multiple time-dependent maps of a same scene or by parameterizing a
single map with a time-varying parameter [68]. Other unsolved problems are the
effects caused by aging of a sensor system and the effects of conditions, in which the
sensor operates (e.g. temperature, humidity) [68]. It remains an open question, how
these changes and their effects can be detected or modelled. Both the aging and the
operating conditions of a sensor concern the use of SLAM in self-driving cars that
are safety-critical and operate in varying environments all around the year [68].
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3 Visual Odometry and SLAM Algorithms
This part summarizes the three VO algorithms used in this thesis: direct sparse
odometry (DSO), semi-direct visual odometry 2 (SVO2), oriented FAST and rotated
BRIEF 2 (ORB-SLAM2). FAST stands for features from accelerated segment test
and BRIEF stands for binary robust independent element features. All the methods
are originally developed as monocular and later extended with stereo capability. Each
selected method is fundamentally different, the most prominent difference being how
the tracking is implemented. ORB-SLAM2 is an indirect method, whereas DSO is
a purely direct method and SVO2 is a hybrid method that combines both direct
and indirect approach. Another characteristic difference is that SVO2 implements a
probabilistic filter to remove the outliers whereas ORB-SLAM2 and DSO rely on
more conventional outlier removal such as RANSAC. In comparison to ORB-SLAM2,
DSO and SVO2 both lack a complete SLAM like back end and the ability for loop
closing. Instead, DSO and SVO2 utilize a local map to optimize the trajectory
and minimize the accumulated drift. SVO2 is capable of an impressive maximum
processing speed of 300 – 400 Hz, while the processing speed of ORB-SLAM2 is
limited to 10 – 20 Hz.

The detailed introduction to the algorithms is given in the following order: DSO,
SVO2 and ORB-SLAM2. The implementation of DSO is the most straightforward
of all the algorithms and it is presented first. The structure of SVO2 with the filter
implementation is already more complicated and the SLAM like back end of SVO2
serves as a stepping stone towards ORB-SLAM2. Finally, the complete structure of
ORB-SLAM2, the most complex of the algorithms, is presented together with its
SLAM solution.

3.1 DSO
Direct sparse odometry (DSO) [19] is an open-source monocular VO method based
on directly minimizing the photometric error of sparsely sampled points around the
image region. DSO uses a back end to save a map of the environment for graph
optimization by a local BA and a front end to define the visual odometry. An example
of the DSO visualization with the sampled points and the resulting map is presented
in Figure 6. DSO is designed to utilize a full photometric calibration for exposure
time, lens vignetting and a non-linear response functions as proposed in [13]. An
open-source extension of DSO to Stereo DSO [75] based on [19, 47] exists in GitHub,
but it is not implemented by the authors of the related papers.

3.1.1 Implementation Details

Since DSO [19] is a direct method, it relies heavily on camera calibration to minimize
the photometric errors caused by the nonidealities of the camera. In addition to
the essential geometric camera calibration, a photometric camera calibration is used
to address the intensity variations of the scene objects in the image caused by the
attenuation of the lens and the varying illumination caused by the auto exposure
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Figure 6: The three-dimensional sparse map and the features of DSO visualization
are presented. The original image frame is shown in the bottom right and the same
frame with the reprojected features is shown in the left.

response of the camera. The photometric calibration for auto exposure can be defined
from an image sequence recorded in a static scene with static light conditions, while
simultaneously incrementing the exposure value. An image sequence collected from
a predominantly white wall (preferrably non-uniform and fully Lambertian) and shot
from different angles and rotations serves to define the vignetting calibration for the
camera lens. A technique to solve the camera pose with respect to the wall needs to
be used in the calibration sequence.

DSO utilizes a keyframe based map to optimize the motion trajectory. A new
keyframe is inserted if a weighted combination of the following constraints exceeds a
threshold:

1. The field of view changes sufficiently (measured by the mean square of the flow
field between the frames).

2. The exposure time changes sufficiently (measured by relative factor between
the frames).

3. The motion causes occlusions or disocclusions (measured by the mean square
difference of the flow fields between the frames and without rotation).

The maximum number Nf of active keyframes is seven and a fixed number of active
points Np = 2, 000 is used. Every time when a new keyframe is created, the obsolete
frame(s) and their active points are marginalized, which means that they are no
longer used in the optimization. Keyframes with less than 5 % of their points visible
in the current frame are marginalized and if Nf > 7, the keyframe with a maximum
distance score is marginalized. The marginalization does not concern the two most
recent keyframes. Before marginalizing a keyframe, all the points in that keyframe
are marginalized with all the points that have not been present in two most recent
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Figure 7: The block matching pattern is visualized, the corner pixel is omitted to
enable SSE-optimized computation.

keyframes. Also, all the observations of the points in the marginalized keyframe
linked to the points in the other keyframes are marginalized.

The DSO strategy is to select well-spread points around the image region so that
the magnitude of the image gradient at selected points is remarkably higher than the
average gradient around them. To find the points with high gradient, the authors
propose splitting the image into 32 × 32 blocks and calculating a region-dependent
gradient threshold for each block. To enable well distributed points, the image is
divided into d × d regions, and the point with the highest magnitude gradient is
selected if it exceeds the region specific threshold. In some uniform planar scenes
where high gradients do not exist, weaker gradients can become useful. To utilize
weaker gradients in such regions the gradient threshold can be decreased and the
block-size can be increased to 2d and 4d, respectively. The block-size d is increased
and decreased continuously to obtain the desired amount of points. The explained
candidate point selection procedure happens before photometric correction of the
images.

Tracking of the points relies on an asymmetric slightly spread eight pixel pattern
shown in Figure 7. The asymmetric shape is explained by limiting the number of
pixels to eight so that streaming SIMD extensions (SSE) optimized processing can
be enabled. SIMD stands for single instruction, multiple data. The use of only eight
pixels in DSO is justified by studying the accumulated error for different patterns,
the chosen pattern seems to perform better than a 3 × 3 neighbourhood. In addition,
the authors of the paper found that a larger neighbourhood did not increase the
accuracy but it increased the computational load significantly.

3.1.2 The Architecture

The visual odometry front end of DSO [19] can be considered as frame management
and point management that both consist of three steps even though they are not
operated separately. Frame management is responsible for tracking every new frame
with respect to the most recent keyframe and makes decisions about keyframe
creation and marginalization. Point management recognizes the candidate points for
every new keyframe, tracks the candidate points between the keyframes and takes
the decision about marginalizing the outlier candidates and activating the inlier
candidates whenever a new keyframe is added. The optimization of the keyframe
trajectory is performed for the active keyframes and active points in the back end of
DSO.

The process flow of DSO provided in Figure 8 is the following: Every new image
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Figure 8: The process flow of the DSO algorithm. The solid arrows describe the
process flow of the algorithm and the dotted arrows describe the data flow between
the map.

frame is tracked against the most recent keyframe and a new keyframe is created if the
earlier defined criteria is fulfilled, otherwise it will not be added for the optimization.
If the earlier explained marginalization criteria is fulfilled for any of the keyframes,
those keyframes are marginalized. When a new keyframe is added, the candidate
point selection is performed for the new keyframe. Then the candidate points are
tracked in every new frame and new candidate points are activated each time when
old keyframes and the points are marginalized.

3.2 SVO2
SVO [23] is an open-source monocular visual odometry algorithm, with a SLAM like
back end to robustly remove the outliers from the feature correspondences. SVO is
a so-called hybrid method that uses the feature correspondences for each keyframe
and between the keyframes the tracking relies directly in the image intensity values.
SVO2 [24] is an extension of SVO with support for multiple cameras and IMU prior,
but the authors only share binaries for this extended version. SVO is cabable of
processing the data very fast, 300 frames per second on a consumer grade laptop and
400 frames per second for SVO2 [76]. The high-speed of SVO2 is achieved by using

Figure 9: The found features are projected into the image frame and visualized by
SVO2 implementation.
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Figure 10: A sparse point cloud created by SVO2 visualization.

a direct intensity based matching instead of extracting and matching the features for
each frame. An example of the found features is presented in Figure 9 and Figure 10
visualizes the resulting map of the tracked trajectory.

The SVO2 architecture data flow diagram is shown in Figure 11. The algorithm
is divided into two parallel threads, one for motion estimation and a another one for
mapping [23]. The architecture of the system is much like the architecture of SLAM
systems; the front end handles preprocessing of the sensor data while the back end
takes care of the mapping based on the preprocessed data. However, SVO2 is a VO
algorithm maintaining the map only for the last 5 - 10 keyframes, so it is not capable
of loop closures or global refinement.

SVO2 uses keyframes that are added always when the relative distance between
the current keyframe and all previous keyframes is more than 12 % of the average
scene depth. The optimization of the trajectory relies on keyframe-based BA. The
features are extracted only for the keyframes and between the keyframes the tracking
relies on a direct approach. SVO2 uses FAST corner features that are extracted
for five levels of image pyramid; the keyframe is divided into cells of 30 × 30 pixels
and the feature with the highest Shi-Tomasi score [77] in each cell is selected to be
tracked.

As shown in Figure 11, the mapping thread first takes in the information processed
by the motion estimation thread and if the new frame is associated as a keyframe,
the features are extracted and a Bayesian depth filter is initialized for each new 2-D-
to-3-D correspondence. After initialization the depth-filters are updated with every
new measurement arriving from the motion estimation thread until the depth-filter
has converged and a new 3-D point is added to the map. The number of keyframes
in the map is kept constant, and therefore insertion of every new keyframe is subject
to removal of the keyframe farthest away from the current position.

The motion estimation thread first initializes the pose in Sparse Model-Based
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Figure 11: The architecture of the SVO2 algorithm. Adapted from [23].

Image Alignment (see Figure 11): The photometric error of the pixel correspondences
in subsequent frames is minimized by back-projecting the 2-D image points in the
previous frame into the corresponding 3-D point and projecting it into the current
frame (see Figure 12). Instead of using large patches for the matching, small 4×4 pixel
patches around the feature points are used to increase the robustness. Afterwards, in
Feature alignment all the 3-D points in the map that are visible from the estimated
pose, are projected into the image. For each reprojected point in the image, a
corresponding point in the keyframe with the closest viewing angle is chosen. The
inaccuracies of the 3-D points and pose estimation are refined by minimizing the error
between the projected map points and 2-D features in the corresponding keyframe.
Feature alignment uses affine warping and 8 × 8 pixel patches, because the distance
to the keyframes is larger than with the subsequent frames. In the third module, the
pose and structure are refined first by motion-only BA, then by structure-only BA
and finally by local BA to jointly optimize both, the 3-D points in the map and the
poses of the keyframes.

Ik-1 u1
u2

u3

Ik
u’1

u’2

u’3
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p1 p2
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Figure 12: Back-projection of the 2-D points in the previous image frame to the
corresponding 3-D points and projection to the current image frame in the sparse
image alignment step. Adapted from [23].
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3.3 ORB-SLAM2
ORB-SLAM [21] is a complete open-source SLAM system for monocular camera
including map reuse, loop closing and relocalization. ORB-SLAM2 [22] is its extension
for stereo and RGB-D cameras. ORB-SLAM2 feature extraction is based on the
rotation and scale invariant ORB features that are much faster to calculate than
SIFT or SURF. ORB features [40] build on the earlier FAST keypoint detector
[78] and the well-known BRIEF descriptor [79] and for this reason it is called ORB
(Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF). The original FAST corner detector does not
include the orientation and the original BRIEF performs badly in rotations but in
ORB they are both enhanced in orientation detection. It was shown in [40] that
ORB feature descriptor performs much faster than SIFT or SURF and that it is as
accurate as SIFT and performs better than SURF. A visualization of ORB-SLAM2
tracked features is presented in Figure 13 and the resulting trajectory and map of
points is presented in Figure 14. The computation of ORB features is fast, and
therefore all the processing can be performed on a CPU. The system consists of
three threads:

1. The tracking thread for localization of the camera within each frame by finding
feature matches to the local map and minimizing the reprojection error by
performing the motion-only BA.

2. The local mapping thread to manage and optimize the local map by applying
local BA.

3. The loop closing thread to detect large loops and to correct the accumulated
drift by performing a pose-graph estimation. This thread also launches a fourth
thread to perform a full BA after the pose-graph optimization.

ORB-SLAM2 uses same features for all tasks: tracking, mapping, relocalization
and loop closing. In case of a monocular setup the map needs to be initialized from the

Figure 13: The found features are projected into the image frame and visualized by
ORB-SLAM2 implementation.
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Figure 14: The resulting sparse map and the trajectory created by the visualization
of ORB-SLAM2.

first two frames. The map is initialized by comparing two hypothesis, a homography
assuming a planar scene and a fundamental matrix assuming a non-planar scene.
The more suitable hypothesis is selected to initialize the map. In case of stereo or
RGB-D cameras the initialization is not necessary since the depth information can
be initialized from a single frame [22].

3.3.1 Tracking Thread

In ORB-SLAM2 [22], the FAST corners are extracted at 8 different scale levels with
a scale factor of 1.2 and each scale level is divided in a grid. At least five corners per
cell are attempted to be extracted but the threshold is adapted if not enough corners
are found. If there are textureless or low contrast cells, the number of corners is also
adapted. After extracting the FAST corners, the orientation and ORB descriptor
are computed for each corner.

Initial pose estimation from previous frame is defined by predicting the camera
pose through a constant velocity model and performing a guided search through
map points in the previous frame. If the motion model is not accurate enough and
a sufficient number of matches are not found, a broader search around the points
is performed. The pose is then optimized by a motion-only BA. In case that the
tracking is completely lost, the database is queried for keyframe candidates for global
relocalization.

After retrieving the initial estimate of the camera pose, it can be used to project
3-D points in the local map to the current frame. A local visible map is constructed
using a covisibility graph, which keeps the information about the keyframes that
share at least 15 observations of the same tracked features. All the map points that
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reside inside the bounds of the current frame, will be projected so that more map
point correspondences can be searched. A point will be discarded if the angle between
mean viewing direction and the current direction is more than sixty degrees or if the
distance d of the feature is out of the ORB feature scale invariance bounds dmin and
dmax. Otherwise the scale of the feature in the frame is calculated by d/dmin and
the projected features are associated with the ORB features in the current frame.
Finally the camera pose is optimized again (motion-only BA) with all the map points
associated with the current frame.

The tracking thread also decides about adding new keyframes. The strategy is
to insert as many keyframes as possible to track robustly in difficult situations like
rotations. Redundant keyframes are removed afterwards by the local mapping thread.
A new keyframe is added in a situation that the local mapping is idle or more than
twenty frames have passed from the last global relocalization or from last keyframe
insertion. Other conditions are that current frame needs to track at least fifty points
or track less than 90 % of the points in keyframe Kref , which shares most of the
map points with the current frame. The keyframes are used for optimizing with local
BA each time a new keyframe is created.

3.3.2 Local Mapping Thread

In ORB-SLAM2 [22], the local mapping thread is in charge of adding the new
keyframes to the covisibility graph and performing the local BA between the covisi-
bility graph and the new points. It also makes decisions about adding new points
in the map and pruning obsolete and unnecessary points and keyframes that were
added to increase the robustness in difficult parts like rotations. The process flow
of local mapping is the following: first the new keyframe node is updated in the
covisibility graph with the edges connected to the other keyframes sharing the same
features. Within insertion of each keyframe, a Bag-of-Words (BoW) representation
is computed to help in the data association.

The point management consists of continuously inspecting the validity of the map
points and adding new points to the map. During the first three keyframes from the
map point insertion, the point needs to be present in more than 25 % of the frames,
in which it should visible according to the projection or if more than one keyframe
has passed from its insertion, it needs to be observed at least in three keyframes. If
the point does not fulfill these conditions, it is assumed to be wrongly triangulated
and it is removed from the map. Otherwise, the previously unseen points are created
to the map. The unmatched features in the new keyframe are searched from the
other connected keyframes relying on BoW representation. All the new matching
features are triangulated to the map.

When the point management is finished, a local BA is performed to optimize
the pose of recently added keyframe with all the keyframes connected to it in
the covisibility graph and all the points seen by those keyframes. Other keyframes
observing the same points but not connected to the most recent keyframe are included
in the optimization but they are fixed, which means that the fixed keyframes are
only subject to motion-only BA and the rest of the keyframes are subject to local
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BA. Ultimately those keyframes that share more than 90 % of their points with at
least three other keyframes are considered uninformative and can be eliminated.

3.3.3 Loop Closing Thread

In ORB-SLAM2 [22], the loop closing thread searches for a potential loop closure with
every keyframe. Potential candidate frames are defined by comparing the similarity
of BoW representations of the keyframes. A loop candidate is accepted if the current
keyframe matches with at least three consecutive keyframes in the map. When a
loop candidate is accepted, a similarity transformation is calculated to define the
drift that occurred within the loop and it will also serve as a geometrical validation
for the loop. The similarity transform is calculated by comparing the 3-D-to-3-D
correspondences of the current keyframe and the accepted loop candidate. After this,
global BA is performed to optimize the trajectory.
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4 Developed Platform and Calibration

4.1 Hardware
Two IDS UI-3060CP Rev.2 monochrome cameras [80] are installed in mounts located
near the top edge of the windscreen in a Ford Mondeo Hybrid. The installation is
shown in Figure 15. The data is transferred through universal serial bus (USB) 3.0
interface to a professional grade mobile workstation with Intel i7 2.9 GHz processor
and 64 GB of memory. The operating system in the computer is Ubuntu 16.04, and
all the processing is performed on this platform. A camera model with preferable
characteristics was selected for the application. The algorithms that are evaluated
in this thesis rely on features extracted from monochrome images, and therefore a
camera model with monochrome sensor was selected. Furthermore, monochrome
sensors are capable of capturing more light in comparison to color sensors. Also, the
sensor size of the selected camera is relatively large (1/1.2") which supports capturing
more light. Capturing enough light is crucial because the exposure time is limited
when the frame rate is set high. The selected camera is capable of providing a frame
rate of 166 FPS at full resolution of 1936 × 1216. The ratio between the height
and width was considered good for a vehicle moving mostly horizontally. A camera
with a global shutter was an obvious choice for a dynamic application. Another
requirement for the camera selection was a publicly available robot operating system
(ROS) interface to simplify the implementation.

Figure 15: The camera installation in the upper edge of the windscreen, the outermost
IDS cameras in the left and right corners of the windscreen are used in this thesis.
The lower left corner image shows a felt installed to cover the dashboard to attenuate
reflections from the dashboard to the windscreen.
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The lens was selected in combination with the camera sensor so that the horizontal
angle of view is more than 60 degrees. The selected lens is Tamron 1/1.2" 8mm F/2.4
Aspherical Mega-Pixel Fixed-Focal [81]. With this combination the horizontal field
of view (FOV) is 70.68 degrees and the vertical FOV is 48.01 degrees. The baseline
of the stereo camera setup was set to approximately one meter, so that stereo depth
can be used for far away targets. The cameras were directed slightly towards the
center of the vehicle to maximize the overlap in the images. The mounting spots
of the cameras were located in their bottom part and the mounts were located in
the ceiling of the car. Therefore, the cameras were installed upside down and the
images are rotated by software. The dashboard was covered with a felt in attempt
to minimize the reflections to the windscreen (see Figure 15).

A Novatel SPAN-IGM-S1 GNSS Inertial Navigation System (INS) [82], is used
to define a reference for the car trajectory. The main unit of the navigation system
was installed in the trunk of the vehicle and the antenna used to receive the satellite
signals was installed on the roof of the vehicle. From now on, in this thesis the
Novatel GNSS Inertial Navigation System will be referred as SPAN (Synchronous
Position Attitude and Velocity) [83]. The navigation solution provided by the SPAN
uses Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to fuse the inertial measurements and the
satellite measurements to provide a better overall estimate. The configuration is
visualized in Figure 16.

The SPAN supports use of real-time kinematic (RTK) correction that is received
through a USB serial port of the device. RTK correction [84] is a technique to increase
the precision of GNSS position measurements by using a fixed GNSS measurement
of a base station with a fixed location. The base station can send the correction data
to a rover, which can solve the errors in its measurement resulting from nonidealities,
e.g. satellite clock jitter or delays in the signal path. The accuracy of the GNSS
position estimation can increase from a few meters to a few centimeters with the

Figure 16: The SPAN system installation is illustrated. The main unit is installed
in the spare tyre space in the trunk and the antenna on the roof of the vehicle as
shown in the figure. Additionally, there are five Velodyne laser scanners on the roof
of the vehicle but they are not used in this work.
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RTK correction.
The SPAN can automatically perform the alignment between the main unit and

the antenna when translation between the main unit and the antenna is set. The
antenna alignment was performed by driving with a speed higher than 18 km/h. The
translation from the main unit to the antenna was accurately defined from a point
cloud model of the vehicle. The measurement of the vehicle point cloud model is
described later in section 4.3.

To receive the RTK correction, a D-Link Wireless AC1200 4G LTE Multi-WAN
Router [85] was installed in the vehicle. The router is connected to a mobile phone
network and enables the internet connection for the laptop to stream the RTK
corrections to the SPAN. The SPAN can be accessed through three serial ports
within the same USB. The first port is used for the RTK correction, the second port
is used for logging the SPAN estimate and the third port is used to configure the
device.

The image acquisition of the stereo camera pair is synchronized by the variable
frequency signal of the SPAN and the pulse per second (PPS) signal from the SPAN
is recorded through the general purpose input/output (GPIO) pin of the camera. The
GPIO inputs of the cameras cannot pull down the signal so a pull-down transistor
circuit was built between the PPS signal of the SPAN and GPIO inputs of the
cameras. The installed pull-down circuit and all electrical connections for the signals
are specified in Figure 17.

Left	Camera

Car	Battery Laptop

Right	Camera

BS170
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USB

USB

USB
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Trigger	Pulse

Trigger	In

Trigger	In
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Figure 17: The electrical connections diagram for the data synchronization and
recording is shown, the pull-down transistor model is BS170 and the manufacturer is
ON Semiconductor [86].
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4.2 Software
The Robotic Operation System (ROS) [87] is a framework that provides a structured
communication layer for a traditional operating system. It is an open-source software
that is provided with a large number of tools for debugging, configuration and visu-
alization. ROS offers peer-to-peer communication and it supports several languages
e.g. C++ and Python. ROS is designed to be thin so that it can be integrated to
other frameworks and projects such as OpenCV (open source computer vision) [88]
and ORoCoS (open robot control software) [89].

Main concepts of ROS are nodes, messages, topics and services. Nodes can be
understood as software modules that can communicate with each other by passing
structured data messages. These messages support the standard primitive types such
as boolean, integer and float but they can be also composed of other messages and
arrays of other messages. Definition of new user-defined messages is straightforward.
The nodes can publish and subscribe to given topics to exchange the messages. ROS
supports rosbags, which are file structures that can be used to record real-time data.
The recorded messages from specified topics are recorded in the same order as they
are read from the publisher node and saved into the rosbag structure. ROS records
all the necessary information in the rosbag and afterwards the recorded messages
can be replayed to simulate the recorded instance.

In this thesis ROS is used to interface the cameras to collect the images and to
feed them to the VO algorithms for processing. The IDS camera driver for ROS is
used to interface the cameras. The ROS driver uses IDS Software Suite software
development kit (SDK) provided by the camera manufacturer to control the cameras.
A Few modifications of the driver were developed, namely the following:

• Mirroring the camera image vertically and horizontally was necessary because
the cameras are installed upside down.

• The extended pixel clock was enabled to apply the maximum frame rate
capability of the camera.

• The region of interest / the area of interest (ROI/AOI) was implemented
because part of the image consists of the hood of the vehicle which is not
necessary for the visual odometry estimation and by limiting the height of the
image, the frame rate of the camera can be increased.

• The control parameters of auto exposure shutter (AES) and auto gain control
(AGC) were implemented, namely brightness reference, exposure limit, gain
limit, control speed, hysteresis and skip frames.

• The AES/AGC AOI was implemented to adjust the exposure values according
to the lower part of the image.

• A function to visualize the AES/AGC AOI on top of the published images for
adjusting the AOI according to the view.
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• A publisher node to publish the frame timestamp, exposure time, gain value and
the recorded PPS pulse associated with each image was developed. Functions
from the IDS SDK were implemented to query these values from the camera
memory after the image is recorded. The camera synchronizes its clock with
the computer once every 60 seconds.

• The initialization and use of the camera memory was enabled to record the
images with high frame rate, without losing any images

• The IDS cameras support only binning of the image to decrease the image
resolution but subsampling was preferred instead of binning, therefore subsam-
pling of original image before publishing was implemented with an OpenCV
function.

ROS is also used to interface the SPAN through a USB serial port to read
the inertial navigation system position attitude velocity (INSPVA) messages at a
frequency of 100 Hz. The RTK corrections are streamed to the SPAN through a
laptop that is connected to a networked transport of RTCM via Internet protocol
(NTRIP) server providing corrections from FinnRef, a Finnish network of reference
stations [90]. RTCM stands for radio technical commission for maritime services.
The image messages, image meta data messages and SPAN INSPVA messages are
recorded into a rosbag structure supported by ROS. The rosbag can be used to
replay the trajectory to compare the real-time solution of the different VO algorithms
and to extract the reference trajectory for comparison.

4.3 Calibration
The multiple camera calibration [91] of Kalibr toolbox was chosen to define the
intrinsic and extrinsic calibration for the stereo camera pair. The multiple camera
calibration tool first extracts the corners of a target board, visible in Figure 19, from
each camera frame and defines the intrinsic parameters for each camera. Then the
extrinsic parameters are initialized, followed by the optimization of the intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters together. Finally the outliers are excluded and the final
calibration parameters are optimized again with the inlier corners.

For the camera calibration an image sequence of 450 seconds was recorded with
the stereo camera pair, the image sequence consists of 1803 image pairs. The cameras
were triggered simultaneously with a frame rate of 4 FPS and the images were
recorded into a rosbag. While recording the image sequence the calibration target
board was moved in front of the vehicle. Each of the augmented reality University
of Cordoba (ArUco) markers [92, 93] in the target can be recognized separately,
therefore partial views of the target board can be used for the calibration.

The multiple camera calibration tool pruned the calibration data to 86 image
pairs with 90102 common corners, which were applied for the final calibration. The
locations of the target board corners used for the extrinsic calibration are shown for
the left camera in Figure 18a and for the right camera in Figure 18b, the reprojection
errors are shown in 18c and 18d, respectively. The white space in the lower part of the
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(a) Left camera calibration target loca-
tions

(b) Right camera calibration target loca-
tions

(c) Left camera reprojection errors (d) Right camera reprojection errors

Figure 18: The reprojection errors and calibration target locations of the extrinsic
camera calibration are visualized for the stereo camera pair.

target location graphs results from the hood of the vehicle obstructing the placement
of the calibration target into the lower part of the images. The hood of the vehicle
is visible in the images in Figure 19. The highest errors of the reprojection were
higher than expected, especially in the horizontal direction. The resulting camera
parameters and their uncertainties are presented in Appendix A. Also, the multiple
camera calibration tool of Kalibr was noticed to define the center values of the
intrinsic parameters notably differently in comparison to the ideal center values and
it was considered to result from an erroneous calibration of the intrinsic parameters.
The algorithm was modified to pass the precalibrated intrinsic parameters as an
initial guess for the extrinsic calibration to no purpose, the optimization algorithm
reverted them close to the ones obtained without the modification.

Additionally, ROS camera calibration package [94] was modified to initialize the
intrinsic parameters for the extrinsic calibration solver. The modification seemed to
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work; the horizontal pixel center of the image did not change significantly from the
initialized value. However, the effect of the calibration stayed unchanged and the
result of the multiple camera calibration tool of Kalibr toolbox was decided to be
used.

An example of intrinsic calibration reprojection errors is shown for the left camera
in Figure 19a and for the right camera in Figure 19b. The resulting rectified stereo
image pair with the epipolar lines is visualized in the Figure 19c, the extrinsic camera
calibration reprojection errors are calculated for the image pair. All the images in
Figure 19 are taken at the same time.

The photometric calibration was performed for both cameras as suggested in
[13]. Code shared by [95] was used for the photometric calibration. In [13], the
photometric calibration is divided to two parts, the response calibration and attenu-
ation calibration. For the response calibration, the camera images with the exposure
times were recorded for both cameras while the exposure time was sweeped from
the camera minimum exposure time to 20 ms. In total 995 images were recorded

(a) Undistorted frame from the left camera. (b) Undistorted frame from the right camera.

(c) Rectified image frames for the stereo camera pair.

Figure 19: The camera calibration target is shown for a selected frame of the stereo
camera pair. The reprojected corners for the intrinsic camera calibration are shown for
the left camera in Figure (a) and for the right camera in Figure (b). The reprojection
errors for each calibration are shown in the corresponding image. In the rectified
images, in Figure (c), the reprojection errors are calculated for from the left camera
to the right camera and vice versa.
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(a) Frames from the response calibration sequence.

(b) Frames from the vignette calibration sequence.

Figure 20: The photometric calibration image sequences are illustrated with a few
selected frames.

for both cameras. Figure 20a visualizes the effect of sweeped exposure time in the
images. For attenuation calibration, an ArUco marker pasted on a predominantly
white wall, visible in the image sequence in Figure 20b, was recorded from different
distances and rotations.

The translations from SPAN main unit to the cameras and to the antenna were
defined from a point cloud of the vehicle scanned with FARO Focus3D S 120 [96]
laserscanner. Six spherical targets were set around the vehicle and eleven scans
inside and outside the vehicle were recorded. The sphere targets were used to merge
the scans into a point cloud using FARO SCENE software [97]. FARO SCENE can

Figure 21: CloudCompare visualization of a point cloud from Ford Mondeo Hybrid
autonomous driving research platform. The point cloud was used to measure the
distances from SPAN main unit to the antenna and to the cameras inside the vehicle.
The alignment of the resulting point cloud has a mean error of 2.19 mm, a minimum
error of 0.27 mm for the closest point and a maximum error of 4.29 mm for the
furthest point.
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automatically identify the target spheres in the scans and align the scans with each
other. A minimum of three sphere targets need to be present in each scan to cope
with the six DoF but more targets can provide a better alignment accuracy. The
resulting scanned point cloud is shown in Figure 21. The accuracy of the resulting
point cloud is around a few millimeters and it was considered to be sufficiently precise
for defining the translations between the sensors. The distances from SPAN main
unit to the cameras and the antenna were measured from the point cloud by using
CloudCompare software [98].

The rotations of the cameras w.r.t. SPAN main unit were defined from a georef-
erenced set of stereo images recorded together with RTK corrected SPAN trajectory
estimate. To acquire the georeferenced images, a georeferenced laser scanned point
cloud of a parking lot was first collected. Six sphere targets for the laser scanner were
set in different locations in the parking lot and the parking lot was scanned from
three locations with Leica ScanStation P40 [99]. The location of each sphere target
and scanning point were measured with Topcon HiPer HR [100] to georeference the
point cloud. The scans were afterwards merged with Leica Cyclone REGISTER
software [101] into one point cloud shown in Figure 22. Leica Cyclone software
cannot automatically detect the target spheres, and therefore the location and the
size of the targets need to be manually specified for the scanned data. After manually
defining the targets, the alignment procedure of the scans is similar to that explained
for FARO SCENE.

The same parking lot was equipped with reference targets for cameras. The
targets are shown in Figure 23. The reference targets are visible in the georeferenced
point cloud and in the camera images to precisely associate the position of each target
in the camera images. The centers of the camera markers were defined from the point
cloud by using CloudCompare. Full resolution camera images and RTK corrected
SPAN estimates of a drive around the parking lot were collected with 10 FPS.
Figure 24 shows one frame of the measurement setup recorded with the camera in the

Figure 22: CloudCompare visualization of resulting point cloud from the parking lot.
The point cloud is cropped to show the parking lot. The point cloud has a mean
error of two millimeters.
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Figure 23: A camera marker visualized in the laserscanned point cloud and in a
camera image. The center of the marker was used as the georeferenced point to
define the camera rotations w.r.t. SPAN main unit.

vehicle. Agisoft PhotoScan [102] was used to define the rotations between SPAN and
the cameras by using the collected dataset and the known georeferenced locations
in the parking lot. The recorded images were extracted from the collected rosbag
into portable network graphics (PNG) image files and the SPAN measurements
were extracted into a text file, in which each row describes the image name and the
SPAN measurement (latitude, longitude, altitude, roll, pitch, yaw) associated with
that image. The images with the associated SPAN measurements were imported to
PhotoScan. PhotoScan searches the features in the images and associates the same
features in all the images, afterwards the user can manually set new georeferenced
features that are then associated in all the images. When the real distances between
the features are known, PhotoScan is able to define the rotation from the cameras to
SPAN main unit more accurately.

Figure 24: An image from the left camera of the vehicle shows part of the measurement
setup in the parking lot where the point cloud was scanned and the vehicle camera
images and SPAN measurements were recorded. There are three sphere targets
visible in the image to merge the laser scans. Also, there are three camera markers
visible to define the camera rotations w.r.t. SPAN main unit.
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5 Experiments
The experiments aim to find out if there are less known effects in the performance of
the evaluated VO algorithms. To recognize those effects the algorithms are tested in
varying conditions. The primary interest is to see if increased frame rate can improve
the estimates especially in high velocities. The secondary interest is to perceive how
varying light conditions affect the estimated trajectories. Thirdly the effect of other
road users is evaluated and lastly a comparison of real-time and offline estimates
presented. First the data collection procedure and recorded trajectories are defined
in Section 5.1 following by the definition of the evaluated trajectories in Section 5.2.
Explanation of the data process flow and the error metrics is presented in Section
5.3.

5.1 Data Collection
The RTK corrected SPAN measurements were collected for each trajectory with
a frequency of 100 Hz. The INSPVA message of the SPAN unit, consisting of
position, velocity and attitude information, was recorded to a rosbag using a ROS
driver. The SPAN trigger signal was used to externally synchronize the camera
image acquisition (see Sections 4.1–4.2) with a frame rate of 200 FPS. The PPS
pulse values were recorded for each image event to associate each image frame with
a reference measurement. The period of the PPS pulse was set to one second with
a pulse width of 2.5 ms. Some parts of the collected sequences were missing a few
reference measurements, therefore the missing measurements were interpolated to
complete the reference measurement sequence. Furthermore, one measurement was
interpolated between each original measurement to obtain a reference trajectory with
a reference for each image. The reference measurements were dense, hence it was
considered that this procedure did not degrade the quality of the reference trajectory.

The parameters used for the image acquisition are shown in Table 2. The selected
frame rate of 200 FPS limits the theoretical maximum value of the exposure time
to 5 ms, therefore a value of 4.5 ms was set to be sure that the camera is always
ready to receive a new trigger signal. The specified minimum exposure time is the
minimum value for the camera model. The selected FPS value was also the reason
why all the trajectories were collected in good light and weather conditions. The
gain value was set to 0 dB in order to minimize the noise generated in the images.

The lower part of the image, showing the hood of the vehicle and visible in the

Table 2: Camera parameter settings.

Camera parameter Value
auto exposure On
auto exposure reference 88 / 255
auto exposure hysteresis 2
auto exposure minimum time 0.018 ms
auto exposure maximum time 4.5 ms
auto exposure speed 50 / 100
auto exposure skip frames 4
gain 0 dB

Camera parameter Value
image width 1936 / 1936 pixels
image height 832 / 1216 pixels
image X direction offset 0 pixels
image Y direction offset 0 pixels
control area width 1936 pixels
control area height 400 pixels
control area X direction offset 0 pixels
control area Y direction offset 432 pixels
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original resolution, was cropped from the collected images to enable the frame rate
of 200 FPS for the image data collection. The remaining resolution of 1936 × 832
was considered to be too high for real-time processing, hence all the images were
binned vertically and horizontally resulting in a final resolution of 968 × 416 pixels
for the final recorded images. The camera model supports only subsampling of the
images but binning was preferred instead of subsampling to reduce the possible noise
in the images, therefore this feature was implemented in the ROS driver (See Section
4.2). The resulting image resolution is also divisible by two several times, which is
convenient for the image pyramid implementation used in DSO.

The brightness of the sky present in the upper part of the images can vary signifi-
cantly and if it used to define the auto exposure time, it may result in underexposure
of the lower part of the image. For trajectory estimation, the sky and the boundary
area near the sky were not considered as important as the structure beneath it.
Therefore, the auto exposure control area was limited to the lower region of the
image. However, the upper part of the image could be used for the estimation when
it includes e.g. high buildings or trees, hence it was not cropped. A stereo camera
image pair with the control area depicted with a blue border is shown in Figure
25. A reference value of 88 for average intensity of the control region was found to
result in preferred contrast. The rest of the auto exposure values, namely hysteresis,
speed and skip frames parameters were adjusted so that oscillation did not occur.
Moreover, the response was adjusted so that the exposure control was able to react
to fast changes of illumination in high velocity.

The ROS camera driver node with the modifications presented in Section 4.2
publishes the image and image meta data messages and the ROS SPAN driver node
publishes the INSPVA messages. All the messages were recorded to a separate rosbag
container for each trajectory using a rosbag command line tool. All the ROS nodes
were launched using the ROS built-in launch file feature, which allows the user to
specify the preferred parameters in the launch file and use the ROS commands to
launch the node with the parameters.

(a) Left camera image. (b) Right camera image.

Figure 25: The blue square in the bottom of the images visualizes the applied
exposure control area.
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5.2 Evaluated Trajectories
In total thirteen trajectories were recorded to compare the algorithms. The image
sequences were collected in Finland within Kirkkonummi and Espoo. The test
trajectories were selected to include both constructed and natural environments
as well as small forest roads and highways. The selection guarantees a variety
of velocities and permits the algorithms to be evaluated with and without other
movement present in the image sequences.

The reference of each trajectory is visualized in Figure 26. Trajectories T1 and T2
were recorded from the same route but to opposite directions. In trajectory T3 the

Figure 26: All thirteen trajectories are visualized on a background map [103]. Trajec-
tory T11 was driven in reverse but all the other trajectories were driven forward. The
arrows visualize the direction of the movement. The beginning and the end of each
trajectory are noted with a and b in the subscript, respectively. The characteristic
color of each trajectory is used throughout the document when possible.
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same route was driven partially in both directions but without a loop closure. This
trajectory is also the longest trajectory without other road users. Trajectory T4 goes
through a semi urban area including a significant number of other road users and a
variety of structured environment as well as forest. This sequence includes also two
tunnels. Trajectory T5 includes several loop closures. In total, it consists of three
connected loops that were each circulated once clockwise and once counterclockwise
while collecting the sequence. Trajectories T6 and T7 were collected from the same
road and in the same direction, the difference is that in the end of the trajectory
T6 image data there is a van moving in front of the research vehicle and the loop
was closed only once. In comparison, trajectory T7 is without other road users and
the loop was closed twice. Trajectory T8 starts from a small forest road covered by
high trees turning into a highway overlapping with trajectory T12. The route passes
by a parking lot and finally closes the loop in the same small forest road where the
trajectory begun. Trajectories T9 and T10 were collected in the same route but
driving to opposite directions. Trajectory T11 is the shortest of all sequences and it
is driven in reverse. Trajectories T12 and T13 were collected with highest velocities
of all trajectories, with speed limits of 80 km/h and 100 km/h, respectively. Figure
27 represents five frames for each trajectory, the frames were selected so that they
were equally spread in time along the trajectory.

The characteristics for each trajectory are presented in Table 3. The attributes
in the table are not absolute truths and can only be applied in comparing these
trajectories. The forest road attribute indicates how large part of the trajectory is
consisted of a sand road enclosed by forest. Highway attribute reflects the high speed
limit of the trajectory and the portion of the high speed road present in the trajectory.
Structured environment parameter describes mainly the number of buildings present
in the trajectory. Loop closures, tunnels and underpasses are defined only by their
quantity, an underpass is marked as a tunnel if it is enclosed enough.

Table 3: The characteristics for each trajectory are specified. Three stars indicate
that the feature is abundant in the trajectory and no stars indicate that the feature
is almost completely missing from the trajectory. The number of tunnels and
underpasses is differentiated by putting the number inside a white ① and black ❶,
respectively.

Forest
road

High-
way

Loop
closures

No other
road users

Driven in
reverse

Structured
environment

Tunnel or
underpass

Avg
velocity Length

T1 ✰✰✰ 34 km/h 2416 m
T2 ✰✰✰ 33 km/h 2428 m
T3 ✰✰ ✓ 35 km/h 2973 m
T4 ✰✰ ② 32 km/h 8144 m
T5 6 ✓ ✰✰✰ 16 km/h 2768 m
T6 1 ✰✰✰ 23 km/h 444 m
T7 2 ✓ ✰✰✰ 23 km/h 879 m
T8 ✰ ✰ 1 ✰ 29 km/h 2438 m
T9 ✓ ✰✰ 7 km/h 5644 m
T10 ✰✰ 45 km/h 5624 m
T11 ✰ 46 km/h 305 m
T12 ✰✰ ❷ 66 km/h 7134 m
T13 ✰✰✰ ① & ❷ 81 km/h 6276 m
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Figure 27: Five frames from each trajectory are visualized. The frames represent
moments in time equally separated along the timespace of the trajectory.

5.3 Data Processing and Error Metrics
After recording the image and reference trajectory into rosbags, the data needs was
preprocessed in order to run the VO algorithms and to compare the estimates to the
reference. The data flow, described in Figure 28, is explained in more detail. In the
first step the image messages in the recorded rosbag were sorted into correct order
according to the timestamp, then each SPAN measurement was associated with the
corresponding camera frame and the missing SPAN measurements were interpolated
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Figure 28: The data flow chart.

as explained in Section 5.1.
The second step consisted of extraction of the data from a rosbag to image

sequences in three different formats and in seven frame rates. The raw mono images
were saved as PNG images accompanied by a comma separated values (CSV) file
specifying a timestamp and an exposure time for each image. The rectified stereo
image pairs were saved as PNG images accompanied by two CSV files (one for each
camera) each specifying a timestamp and an exposure time for each image. The
images were rectified by using OpenCV library functions. For each trajectory, both
mono images and rectified stereo image pairs were saved as sequences of 10, 20 and
25 FPS. Also, for each trajectory the original rosbag having the 200 FPS image
data is used to subsample rosbag sequences of 10, 20, 25, 40, 50 and 100 FPS. The
collected reference trajectories were transformed from WGS84 coordinate system
to ETRS-TM35FIN coordinates and the rotation expressed in Euler angles was
converted into quaternion format.

The coordinate transform was first performed with an algorithm provided by
[104], but later it was noticed to cause errors of even 0.5 meters into the transformed
trajectory. The float precision in the implementation of the algorithm was changed to
double precision and the magnitude of the errors decreased to a few centimeters. The
error of a few centimeter still caused high errors in the velocities. The transformation
was changed to a version suggested in [105] and the position errors were decreased
to fractions of millimeter. A transformation service in [106] was used as a reference
for the validation. The function was wrapped inside a main to use it for converting
all the measurements in the trajectories.

In the third step, the image sequences were processed with the VO algorithms in
offline and real-time mode with the frame rates specified in Table 4. For SVO2 and
real-time mode of ORB-SLAM2, the data was processed by replaying it directly from
rosbags whereas for DSO and offline mode of ORB-SLAM2, the data was processed
from the extracted mono and rectified stereo image files because stereo rectification
was not implemented in the algorithms. For SVO2, an offline processing option was
not provided, and therefore the image playback was reduced to half speed to leave
more time for the algorithm to process the sequence. All the methods provided the
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Table 4: The specified frame rates are valid for both mono and stereo versions of the
algorithm.

10 FPS 20 FPS 25 FPS 40 FPS 50 FPS 100 FPS 200 FPS
DSO ✓ ✓ ✓
ORB-SLAM2 ✓ ✓ ✓
SVO2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

translation in meters and the rotation in quaternion format relative to the origin
of the first estimated frame of the left camera. The timestamps of the image frame
together with the estimates were saved in CSV files. For SVO2, the estimates were
only published by the ROS node, hence a ROS subscriber node was implemented to
save the estimates in a CSV file. For the estimates of the rectified stereo images, the
output estimate was provided relative to the rectified image frame of the left camera.
Even though ORB-SLAM2 real-time mode was provided with the unrectified images,
the output estimate was provided relative to the rectified frame, this was because
the ROS wrapper only rectified the images before feeding them to the VO algorithm
but the algorithm itself was essentially the same than for the offline mode.

The results were not obtained for all the trajectories because the monocular
methods had problems in initializing the tracking in some trajectories and DSO
algorithm proved to be unstable in some trajectories. If the estimate was not
obtained at first play, each trajectory was replayed several more times to obtain a
result; nevertheless an estimate was not acquired for all combinations.

In the fourth step SPAN measurement equivalent to the first evaluated image
frame in the data sequence was used as a reference when transforming the estimate
from local coordinates to global coordinates. Additionally, for the methods generating
the estimate in a rectified frame, the rectification transformation was considered.
The formula for the transformation was

Test(i) = Tref (0) Tfrm
ref Tpose

frm(i) Tfrm
ref

−1
, (17)

where Tref(0) is the first measured pose of the reference trajectory, Tfrm
ref is the

transformation from SPAN main unit to the first image frame of the sequence and
Tpose

frm(i) is the transformation from the first pose of the left camera to the current
estimated pose. For the estimates from unrectified frames Tfrm

ref = Tcam
ref , where Tcam

ref

is the transformation from SPAN main unit to the unrectified frame. For the rectified
frame estimates the transformation included the rectification followingly:

Tfrm
ref = Tcam

ref Trect
cam, (18)

where Trect
cam is the rectification transformation. The estimates of the stereo methods

were evaluated from the first estimate onward whereas for the estimates of mono
methods, a 25-meter unevaluated initialization period is permitted. This means that
the first measurement, which was used to align a mono estimate, was equivalent
to the 25-meter point from the beginning of the reference trajectory. Furthermore,
the mono estimates were scaled according to the median scale difference between
the reference and the estimate. Median was preferred instead of mean to avoid the
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leakage of few very high errors into the scale. The alignment of the estimate at
different SPAN measurements for mono and stereo methods, made an assumption
that the SPAN measurements are ideal and error-free, which is not the case in reality.
The possibility of small errors caused the alignment is recognized, but this approach
was selected primarily for practical reasons.

Finally, the errors were defined by calculating the differences between the SPAN
measurements and the estimated trajectory. Two error metrics were used to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms. The first error metrics were the root mean square
error (RMSE) of horizontal position and RMSE of yaw angle that were defined from
the transformation error

Terr(i) = T−1
ref (i) Test(i), (19)

which was calculated from the difference of the estimated pose and the reference
pose by multiplying the Test with the inverse of T−1

ref . The transformation error was
divided into rotation error Rerr(i) and translation error terr(i) followingly:

Terr(i) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
R11 R12 R13 tx

R21 R22 R23 ty

R31 R32 R33 tz

0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
[

Rerr(i) terr(i)
0 0 0 1

]
. (20)

The absolute horizontal position error was then calculated followingly:

herr(i) =
√

t2
x + t2

y. (21)

where tx and ty are the elements of the translation vector terr(i). The root mean
square error (RMSE) of the absolute distances was calculated from the following
equation:

tRMSE(x, y) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|herr(i)|2, (22)

The roll α, pitch β and yaw γ angles were then calculated from the following equations

α = arctan −R32

R33
, β = arctan −R31√

R2
32 + R2

33

, γ = arctan R21

R11
, (23)

where Rxx are the elements of the rotation matrix Rerr(i) shown in Equation (20).
and the RMSE of yaw angle was defined followingly:

γRMSE = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|γerr|2, (24)

The second error metrics were the absolute position and the absolute orientation.
The absolute position error was calculated by taking the Euclidean norm of the
translation error vector

derr = ||terr||2 =
√

t2
x + t2

y + t2
z. (25)
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The angle of axis-angle representation [107, p. 71] was used to visualize the rotation
in one parameter and here it is called the absolute orientation error to distinguish
the term from other angles. The absolute orientation error was calculated from the
trace of the rotation matrix:

θerr = arccos
(

Tr( Rerr ) − 1
2

)
. (26)

The third error metrics were the absolute velocity and angular velocity error that
were calculated from the following transformation error:

Terr(i, i − 1) = T−1
ref (i, i − 1) Test(i, i − 1), (27)

where
Tx(i, i − 1) = T−1

x (i − 1) Tx(i), (28)

where x = {ref, est}. The Rerr(i, i − 1) and terr(i, i − 1) were then defined similarly
as shown in Equation (20). First, the velocity error can be calculated from the
following equation:

verr(i, i − 1) = ||terr(i, i − 1)||2
∆t

(29)

and second, the absolute angular velocity error was defined followingly:

ωerr(i, i − 1) =
arccos

(
T r( Rerr(i,i−1) )−1

2

)
∆t

, (30)

in both equations ∆t is the time difference between instances i and i − 1.
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6 Results
The effect of frame rate is first evaluated by comparing the results of different frame
rates in Section 6.1. The algorithms provided significant elevation errors in various
trajectories. Therefore, the elevation error was omitted in the first section and
instead evaluated profoundly in Section 6.2, which continues with a more profound
comparison of the algorithms in a few selected trajectories. Only the best suitable
frame rates selected in the first experiment were used for the comparison in this
section. In Section 6.3, the real-time execution performance of the algorithms is
compared to the corresponding offline estimates presented in Section 6.1.

6.1 Overall Performance and the Effect of Frame Rate
Tables 6–8 specify the root mean square error (RMSE) values for all the offline
estimates processed with different frame rates. The tables use short txy and γ for
horizontal translation error tRMSE(x, y) and yaw angle error γRMSE, respectively.
For all the combinations, the RMSE of the aligned trajectories and the RMSE of
yaw angle was defined. The percentage % describes the estimated portion of the
trajectory. Despite of various attempts, some methods were unable to initialize the
tracking or the software crashed in particular trajectories, the gray cells specify that
the estimate was not obtained. The number in the superscript of the RMSE values
note the ranking of the estimates among the FPS values, in ascending order from
best to worst. The overall ranking (OR) of the frame rate, shown as the last row in
Tables 10–12, is the average of the rankings for all the trajectories.

Three categories defined in Table 5 are used to highlight the results in Tables 6–8.
In general, as expected, the lowest error trajectories (T5–T8 and T9) to estimate
were the ones with low velocities, structured environment and without other road
users. The ones with the highest errors were the trajectories with high velocities
(T12–T13) and mostly forested scene (T1–T3).

Table 6 shows results for DSO mono and stereo versions. It should be mentioned
that both versions of DSO had problems with the long trajectory T4 that includes a
few stops, although the estimates were finally obtained after multiple trials. Apart
from the trajectory T13, both versions of DSO were able to provide a complete
estimate for all the evaluated trajectories. For DSO results, there was no clear
indication that higher frame rates would provide more accurate estimates, the γRMSE

values were overall stable and tRMSE(x, y) values even grew significantly in some
trajectories (T9, T12). For the fastest trajectory T13, the tRMSE(x, y) seemed to be

Table 5: The thresholds of the highlighted colour values are shown. tRMSE(x, y) is
the RMSE of the horizontal plane and γRMSE is the RMSE of the yaw angle. The
percentage % describes the estimated portion of the trajectory.

tRMSE(x, y) (m) γRMSE (deg) %
appropriate tRMSE(x, y) < 10 γRMSE < 0.1 95 ≤ %

sufficient 10 ≤ tRMSE(x, y) < 100 0.1 ≤ γRMSE < 1 80 ≤ % < 95
unacceptable 100 ≤ tRMSE(x, y) 1 ≤ γRMSE % < 80
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Table 6: The RMSE values of horizontal translation txy and yaw angle γ for offline
mode are presented for both versions of DSO algorithm.

mono
10 fps * 20 fps 25 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 16.11 0.331 98.5 24.13 0.473 98.6 18.72 0.412 98.4
T2 11.13 0.472 98.5 8.091 0.461 98.6 9.482 0.533 98.7
T3* 4311 24.21 99.0 5443 29.23 99.0 4832 25.42 99.0
T4* > 1k3 4.132 79.7 7391 1.621 85.7 > 1k2 7.533 79.4
T5* 4.411 2.281 99.6 4943 92.33 99.6 5.562 2.402 99.6
T6 1.601 0.141 95.5 1.732 0.213 95.4 1.853 0.202 95.5
T7 2.843 0.461 98.2 2.092 0.582 98.1 1.951 0.583 98.1
T8 11.62 0.673 99.3 15.43 0.372 99.4 9.801 0.291 99.3
T9 1852 1.401 89.9 > 1k3 1303 89.9 90.71 2.072 89.9
T10 1403 0.111 99.0 1292 0.273 99.2 1031 0.242 99.2
T11* 1.071 0.672 96.0 1.113 0.673 96.8 1.092 0.651 96.7
T12 5693 0.641 99.1 91.51 1.103 99.1 4092 0.892 99.1
T13* 4.733 0.721 13.8 3.902 0.752 13.9 2.151 0.773 13.9
OR 2.08 1.38 89.7 2.23 2.46 90.3 1.69 2.15 89.8

stereo
10 fps * 20 fps 25 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 65.53 0.553 100 57.12 0.461 100 55.71 0.512 100
T2 59.91 0.413 100 1342 0.291 100 1613 0.352 100
T3* 41.83 0.471 99.8 18.71 0.542 99.8 21.52 0.603 99.8
T4* 2112 3.652 99.4 1791 35.13 99.4 > 1k3 0.491 99.4
T5* 16.21 2.053 100 20.22 1.952 100 20.93 1.061 100
T6 4.382 0.191 100 2.881 0.202 100 12.03 0.213 100
T7 35.43 0.943 99.3 15.81 0.641 99.4 21.02 0.692 99.3
T8 87.71 0.443 99.8 4112 0.322 99.9 5563 0.251 99.9
T9 1251 0.881 99.7 1322 1.003 99.7 1493 0.922 99.7
T10 86.33 0.271 99.7 83.21 0.393 99.7 83.82 0.322 99.7
T11* 56.92 0.691 100 55.91 0.722 100 57.53 0.783 100
T12 96.11 0.402 99.4 > 1k3 1.603 99.4 1282 0.271 99.4
T13* 41.52 0.683 16.3 27.41 0.642 16.3 1223 0.591 16.3
OR 1.92 2.08 93.3 1.54 2.08 93.3 2.54 1.85 93.3

Table 7: The RMSE values of horizontal translation txy and yaw angle γ for offline
mode are presented for both versions of ORB-SLAM2 algorithm.

mono
10 fps 20 fps 25 fps *

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 11.21 0.131 13.2 45.62 2.083 49.3 68.73 0.312 47.2
T2 —3 —3 — 2.901 0.261 9.8 1722 0.352 99.3
T3* 8.891 0.432 26.7 1372 1.083 44.5 5683 0.341 99.7
T4* 1.241 0.162 3.6 32.83 1.333 6.6 2.302 0.071 3.7
T5* 1.852 0.501 91.9 1.963 0.522 92.8 1.721 0.583 92.1
T6 1.243 0.231 99.2 1.031 0.232 98.7 1.192 0.283 98.5
T7 0.911 0.193 56.6 1.153 0.182 62.0 1.072 0.141 56.8
T8 11.41 0.313 17.7 26.23 0.191 29.9 21.02 0.232 30.1
T9 > 1k1 4.911 89.3 > 1k3 16.52 88.8 > 1k2 25.93 89.5
T10 > 1k2 18.53 19.2 5.581 1.271 5.7 > 1k3 2.632 33.3
T11* 1.012 0.451 99.6 0.841 0.572 99.2 1.433 0.673 99.8
T12 > 1k2 18.13 67.2 > 1k1 1.851 28.6 > 1k3 15.42 44.6
T13* 10.33 0.652 14.0 0.381 0.281 1.3 5.852 1.343 1.6
OR 1.77 2.00 46.0 1.92 1.85 47.5 2.31 2.15 61.2

stereo
10 fps 20 fps 25 fps *

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 25.23 1.013 100 16.22 0.732 100 15.81 0.691 100
T2 53.62 3.611 100 55.43 3.823 100 50.31 3.762 100
T3* 22.63 0.972 99.8 20.31 0.951 99.8 21.92 1.013 99.8
T4* 2741 5.021 99.4 3852 7.532 99.4 5063 59.23 24.4
T5* 2.263 0.903 100 1.941 0.682 100 1.982 0.651 100
T6 2.711 0.343 100 2.942 0.292 100 3.033 0.241 100
T7 2.841 0.282 99.3 2.852 0.293 99.4 3.153 0.181 99.3
T8 5.381 0.621 99.8 6.862 0.982 99.9 10.93 1.323 99.9
T9 1043 5.443 99.7 66.91 4.321 99.7 85.22 5.252 99.7
T10 68.53 3.123 99.7 43.21 1.612 99.7 68.02 1.571 99.7
T11* 2.081 0.151 100 2.392 0.273 100 2.403 0.172 100
T12 4513 9.013 99.4 2662 8.742 99.4 1841 6.111 99.4
T13* 4023 10.63 100 52.32 1.342 100 31.21 1.231 100
OR 2.15 2.23 99.8 1.77 2.08 99.8 2.08 1.69 94.0

Table 8: The RMSE values of horizontal translation txy and yaw angle γ for offline
mode are presented for both versions of SVO2 algorithm.

mono
10 fps 20 fps 25 fps 40 fps 50 fps 100 fps * 200 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 > 1k6 1076 62.5 > 1k7 1207 100 1432 37.83 52.1 6924 56.24 100 9345 75.15 100 3053 10.42 100 1341 3.611 100
T2 30.41 41.83 13.4 > 1k7 1286 95.5 > 1k6 1317 100 > 1k4 93.04 100 > 1k5 1005 96.3 31.22 5.052 57.5 3013 1.211 95.5
T3* 4021 33.86 14.4 > 1k7 29.45 24.7 > 1k6 19.43 33.4 9944 1097 18.8 > 1k5 20.94 99.8 5232 15.32 99.8 7103 1.731 99.8
T4* 1635 1147 4.9 2577 1136 5.7 1144 79.33 6.2 1012 53.22 8.1 1766 32.81 16.1 1053 1055 7.9 79.51 79.64 6.4
T5* 0.251 0.741 1.9 67.13 79.76 45.2 97.75 96.77 53.5 14.12 2.342 24.0 85.14 75.65 48.1 1357 14.03 69.8 1306 56.04 53.5
T6 6.723 1.316 99.9 6.232 0.794 99.9 3.471 0.623 100 10.65 0.572 100 8.784 4.297 100 13.07 1.205 67.6 12.66 0.221 100
T7 14.62 5.206 99.3 4.381 1.461 99.3 68.65 31.97 99.3 20.03 3.585 34.2 1116 2.953 99.3 25.04 2.822 85.4 2257 3.344 99.3
T8 1797 10.36 18.8 20.52 4.903 34.2 26.93 0.571 34.4 11.81 2.262 34.2 33.74 6.324 37.0 94.55 6.495 45.4 1246 31.47 45.4
T9 73.82 11.92 17.4 > 1k7 1157 79.0 8953 57.16 74.2 59.11 11.71 13.7 > 1k6 55.05 65.8 9794 36.54 98.4 > 1k5 13.53 98.4
T10 > 1k7 88.47 34.1 > 1k6 25.23 31.8 21.11 1.591 13.7 > 1k3 45.04 77.5 > 1k2 22.42 68.6 > 1k5 64.26 93.2 > 1k4 61.95 97.9
T11* 26.17 2.077 100 15.76 1.216 100 8.484 1.024 100 4.262 0.811 100 4.533 0.883 100 2.651 0.872 100 9.585 1.215 100
T12 > 1k5 50.05 34.9 1313 50.04 10.8 94.42 31.73 10.8 25.61 11.31 10.9 > 1k6 61.36 64.4 > 1k7 31.12 99.4 > 1k4 1027 62.3
T13* 61.74 1.874 13.6 72.45 1.271 13.9 1187 2.785 13.9 84.96 1.453 14.0 57.23 2.996 14.0 24.11 1.412 14.0 43.82 3.297 14.0
OR 3.92 5.08 39.6 4.85 4.54 56.9 3.77 4.08 53.2 2.92 2.92 48.9 4.54 4.31 69.9 3.92 3.23 72.2 4.08 3.85 74.8

stereo
10 fps 20 fps 25 fps 40 fps 50 fps 100 fps * 200 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 5477 27.07 100 2056 5.036 100 1245 4.385 100 56.24 2.104 100 39.83 1.763 100 19.12 0.661 100 16.01 0.762 100
T2 3866 14.05 100 3897 22.47 100 2675 8.113 100 1813 11.74 100 2484 14.76 100 31.82 1.912 100 15.21 1.341 100
T3* 2867 9.857 99.8 1416 7.136 99.8 39.95 2.205 99.8 31.64 1.482 99.8 26.43 1.171 99.8 19.91 1.933 99.8 21.92 1.954 99.8
T4* 3165 5.772 99.4 5897 10.84 99.4 2513 4.651 99.4 1211 6.203 99.4 2262 12.45 99.4 3064 13.16 99.4 3346 16.07 99.4
T5* 2.812 0.921 100 3.114 1.474 100 3.586 2.046 100 2.631 1.453 100 4.187 2.167 100 3.245 1.615 100 2.943 1.442 100
T6 2.437 0.327 100 2.336 0.286 100 2.115 0.121 100 1.702 0.132 100 2.104 0.195 100 1.783 0.143 100 1.641 0.154 100
T7 3.997 0.536 99.3 2.796 0.627 99.4 2.423 0.151 99.3 2.614 0.162 99.4 2.765 0.515 99.4 1.921 0.344 99.4 1.962 0.323 99.4
T8 57.86 7.657 99.8 59.67 3.593 99.9 36.82 1.922 99.9 46.84 4.555 99.9 40.13 3.634 99.9 25.01 1.801 99.9 50.95 5.946 99.9
T9 87.71 1.971 99.7 1653 2.583 99.7 2085 3.695 99.7 1804 3.014 99.7 1492 2.452 99.7 2496 4.426 99.7 2567 4.567 99.7
T10 > 1k7 21.26 99.7 > 1k6 26.97 99.7 8195 17.95 99.7 3442 5.361 99.7 3804 5.622 99.7 3603 8.524 99.7 2871 7.703 99.7
T11* 12.67 5.537 100 4.886 0.405 100 4.495 0.161 100 3.253 0.244 100 3.314 0.202 100 2.651 0.406 100 2.692 0.223 100
T12 > 1k3 62.94 99.4 > 1k6 76.46 99.4 > 1k7 91.57 99.4 > 1k5 67.15 99.4 > 1k4 51.03 99.4 > 1k2 26.12 99.4 8771 13.01 99.4
T13* 5601 4.241 100 7363 10.72 100 7322 12.93 100 > 1k7 22.56 100 > 1k6 22.35 100 8674 20.64 100 9685 27.07 100
OR 5.08 4.69 99.8 5.62 5.08 99.8 4.46 3.46 99.8 3.38 3.46 99.8 3.92 3.85 99.8 2.69 3.62 99.8 2.85 3.85 99.8
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decreasing but since only a small portion of the trajectory was evaluated, it wass
hard to draw any conclusions according to that. In the trajectory T13, neither of
DSO methods were able to keep track when the vehicle entered and exited a tunnel
and the lighting conditions changed suddenly. The first image of trajectory T13 in
Figure 27 in Section 5.2 demonstrates the lighting conditions when the vehicle exited
the tunnel.

The number of red cells for ORB-SLAM2 mono estimates in Table 7 in comparison
to the stereo version indicates that the robustness of the stereo version was significantly
higher. The monocular version of ORB-SLAM2 either failed to initialize the estimate
completely or the initialization succeeded after a prolonged time. In addition, The
tracking was failed e.g. when the lighting conditions changed quickly. The stereo
version lost track only in the trajectory T4, where the estimate had high errors. For
ORB-SLAM2, there was some indication that the accuracy of the estimates increased
with higher frame rates. And for the stereo version, especially the γRMSE values
decreased for the trajectories T1, T5–T6, T10 and T12–T13. Also the tRMSE(x, y)
values decrease significantly for the trajectories T12–T13, which were driven with
higher velocities. For the mono version, the effect of the higher frame rate seemed to
have no benefit even in the trajectories T12–T13. Although, the estimates for these
trajectories were interrupted and cut short, which might explain the observed effect.
The most difficult trajectory for ORB-SLAM2 appeared to be the trajectory T4 with
significant amount of traffic.

Most SVO2 mono estimates, shown in Table 8, had high errors and only a minority
of the estimates were able to track the whole trajectory. The only estimates with
tolerable errors were the two shortest trajectories T6 and T11, which have minimal
obstructions from traffic. In the tunnel of the trajectory T13, the mono version
of SVO2 ended tracking at all frame rates, hence approximately only 14 % of the
trajectory was evaluated. During the evaluated part, especially the tRMSE(x, y) value
decreased until 100 FPS. For the trajectories T1–T3 and T6, the lowest γRMSE

values were found at the frame rate of 200 frames per second (FPS). Furthermore,
the mono version was able to provide a complete estimate for most trajectories at
frame rate of 200 FPS.

The stereo version of SVO2 provided a complete estimate for all the trajectories.
SVO2 stereo provided the best estimates in trajectories T5–T8 and T11 that contained
mostly structured environment whereas the highest errors were in trajectories T10
and T12–T13. For the trajectory T12, the smallest errors were found at the estimate
of 200 FPS.

The monocular versions of ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2 either failed to initialize or
lost track in most trajectories, DSO on the contrary was much more robust with the
higher estimated percentages. In addition, it already needs to be mentioned that
the results for many estimates of monocular ORB-SLAM2 and monocular SVO2
were degraded due to a significant scale drift. This also occured for DSO mono
estimates but less frequently. The scale drift will be observed more profoundly in
the next section. According to the tables, DSO appeared to be the most reliable of
the monocular methods, meaning that it had the smallest overall errors. SVO2 on
the contrary was the most unreliable mono method with high errors in majority of
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the trajectories.
In comparison to the mono methods, all the stereo methods were more robust,

meaning that they had higher estimated percentages. Also, as expected, the stereo
methods had lower overall errors. SVO2 appeared to be the most robust stereo
method whereas ORB-SLAM2 had the smallest errors of all the stereo methods.

According to the RMSE values, there was some indication that the accuracy
of the predicted trajectory improved with higher frame rates, especially in higher
velocities. The last row of Table 6 shows that for DSO mono, the smallest tRMSE(x, y)
was achieved in most trajectories with 25 FPS and the smallest γRMSE with 10 FPS.
For DSO stereo, the smallest tRMSE(x, y) was achieved with 20 FPS and the smallest
γRMSE with 25 FPS. For ORB-SLAM2 mono, the majority of the best tRMSE(x, y)
values were found among the 10 FPS estimates and the best γRMSE values were found
among the 20 FPS estimates. The tracking of 25 FPS estimates was more robust
than for the former ones. For the stereo version of ORB-SLAM2, the best values
were found among the 25 FPS estimates. For SVO2 mono, the 40 FPS estimates
provided the best overall estimates for both RMSE values but the overall tracking
percent was 25 percent higher among the 200 FPS estimates. The stereo version of
SVO2 had the best overall tRMSE(x, y) at 100 FPS and the best overall γRMSE at 25
and 40 FPS.

In this section, the stereo methods proved to be more robust than the monocular
methods, meaning that the stereo methods were less prone to fatal errors that ended
the tracking. SVO2 stereo did not end the tracking in any of the trajectories and both
ORB-SLAM2 stereo and DSO stereo, ended tracking only in one of the trajectories.
DSO mono was the most robust of the monocular methods and ended the tracking
only in few trajectories whereas SVO2 mono and ORB-SLAM2 mono ended the
tracking in majority of the trajectories.

Even though SVO2 stereo was the most robust method, among the stereo methods
it had the highest absolute position and orientation errors in most of the trajectories.
Among the stereo methods, DSO stereo had the smallest errors in absolute orientation
and ORB-SLAM2 was the most accurate method in terms of absolute position error.
SVO2 mono was the least robust method and it was also the least accurate method.
DSO mono proved to be the most accurate of the monocular methods in terms of
position and orientation error. ORB-SLAM2 mono provided accurate estimates in
static and structured environments with low velocities and stable light conditions.

For the detailed comparison of the next section one frame rate was selected fro
each method. For DSO mono, the estimates of 10 FPS were selected because in the
chosen trajectories they had one unacceptable RMSE value less than the 25 FPS
estimates. The tRMSE(x, y) value for the trajectory T13 was the most erroneous, but
it was not given too much importance because all the estimates cover only 14 % of
the full route. For DSO stereo, among the chosen trajectories the estimate of 10 FPS
was selected, because it did not have any bad RMSE values. For ORB-SLAM2 mono,
the estimate of 25 FPS was chosen, although it did not have the smallest RMSE
values, it had the highest overall coverage of the selected routes. The estimate of 25
FPS was chosen for the stereo version of ORB-SLAM2 because it had the smallest
errors for the trajectory T13 and apart from trajectory T4, the RMSE values were
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close to the other estimates. For SVO2 mono version, all the estimates had severe
problems with the coverage of the routes but the estimate of 100 FPS had the best
coverage in the selected routes and the overall were the smallest. The 100 FPS
estimate was also selected for SVO2 stereo, because tRMSE(x, y) among the chosen
trajectories was the smallest and the estimates had fewer unacceptable errors.

As same frame rates for mono and stereo were selected, this simplifies the later
comparison of the methods. Unfortunately, for all the methods the same frame rate
could not be selected.

6.2 Detailed Comparison
For further comparison one frame rate was selected for each method according to the
RMSE values covered in Tables 6–8 (DSO 10 FPS, ORB-SLAM2 25 FPS and SVO2
100 FPS). The RMSE tables and the characteristics of the trajectories explained in
Section 5.2 were used to decide the trajectories that were used in this comparison.
The chosen trajectories and FPS values are tagged in the tables with an asterisk.

The trajectories T3–T5, T11 and T13 were selected for further comparison.
The trajectory T3 presented a route with typical Finnish forest and countryside
environment being at the same time the longest route without other road users.
According to the RMSE values, the trajectory T4 appeared to be the most difficult
sequence for all the methods, it was also the longest trajectory with significant amount
of traffic. The trajectory T5 was selected to present a route with loop closures, this
trajectory has a completely structured environment and for most algorithms it seemed
to be one of the easiest trajectories to estimate. The trajectory T11 was selected
because it was the only trajectory driven in reverse. This was also the shortest
trajectory and free of other road users, and therefore it was good for benchmarking
the fundamental capability of the methods. The fastest trajectory T13 was selected
for high speed performance comparison, the results of this trajectory were also
emphasized in the frame rate selection for this section.

6.2.1 Trajectory T3

As shown in Figure 30, all the stereo estimates provided good estimates for the
trajectory T3 in the horizontal plane. All monocular estimates had significantly

Figure 29: The elevation of all the estimates is compared to the reference for the
trajectory T3.
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Figure 30: The overall performance of the VO algorithms is shown in the map of the
trajectory T3, where the estimates and the reference are projected.

larger errors than their stereo counterparts. The horizontal estimate of DSO mono
seemed somewhat correct but the orientation was degraded due to initialization
problems. The orientation of ORB-SLAM2 mono estimate was close to correct but
the scale error of the estimate made the estimated trajectory much longer than the
reference. The scale of SVO2 mono estimate drifted and tracking of the orientation
was also erroneous.

The elevation of the estimates, shown in Figure 29, continue the same phenomena
observed for the mono estimates in the horizontal plane. The elevation of DSO mono
and SVO2 mono were the most erroneous, but out of all methods the elevation of
ORB-SLAM2 mono was closest to the reference for majority of the time. For DSO
stereo estimate, the elevation was only slightly higher than the reference. The stereo
estimates of ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2 incorrectly estimated the elevation downwards
but returned close to the reference in the end of the trajectory.

Figure 31: The graph shows the absolute position and absolute orientation error for
the trajectory T3.
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Figure 31 presenting the absolute errors shows that all the estimates started to
accumulate position errors around 50 seconds, but no obvious reason was encountered
for this behavior. The absolute errors of orientations started to increase immediately
after the beginning but they stabilized and did not grow significantly higher, for
SVO2 mono and DSO mono this was caused because of erroneous initialization. Even
though ORB-SLAM2 mono estimate had a large position error, the orientation error
was the second smallest right after DSO stereo estimate. In Table 6 the 10 FPS
estimate of DSO mono had a higher error in the RMSE of absolute orientation in
comparison to ORB-SLAM2 mono 25 FPS estimate in Table 7, but it was caused by
the difference in the lengths of the estimates.

The absolute velocities of the estimates drawn with the reference and shown in
the left column of Figure 32 indicated more clearly the problem with the monocular
estimates of ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2, the error between the absolute velocity of the
estimate and the reference changed over time and it was caused by the scale drift
of the estimates. For DSO mono estimate, it was observed that there was an error
in the beginning of the estimate caused by the erroneous initialization before the
tracking was stabilized. For higher frame rate estimates, ORB-SLAM2 and especially
SVO2, the high frame rate caused a high amount of noise into the estimates and
the noise was discovered in the velocity graphs. The same phenomena was present

Figure 32: The absolute velocities and the absolute angular velocities of the estimates
compared to the reference.
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in the angular velocity estimate shown in the right column of Figure 32. The noise
was notably higher for the methods, where all the frames of the estimate were used
for the comparison and smaller for the estimates, for which only keyframes were
used for the comparison. For SVO2 mono, the noise of absolute angular velocity
increased at times and it revealed the uncertainty of the orientation estimation. The
absolute angular velocity error in the beginning of DSO mono estimate counts for
the initialization problems.

The distributions of the absolute velocity errors, shown in Figure 33, were found
to be slightly biased to the positive side for the stereo methods. The bias effect of the
distribution suggests that there was a problem with the baseline of the stereo camera
calibration. For DSO mono, the variances were low, which enforces the presumption
that the errors arised from the initialization problems. As expected, the distributions
of the most erroneous methods, ORB-SLAM2 mono and SVO2 mono, were wide
and unbalanced. Alternatively, the distributions of other methods resembled normal
distribution. Additionally, in case of SVO2 mono, the distribution was multimodal.
The multimodal distribution indicates that the estimate consisted of at least three
different scales, which partially explains the high errors. Even though SVO2 stereo
estimate had the smallest RMSE of horizontal position, it had high variance for the
absolute velocity error. The fact that the estimates of all frames were much more
noisier than the keyframe estimates, lead to a situation where the distributions were

Figure 33: The violin plot shows distributions of the absolute velocity error and
absolute angular velocity error for all the estimates, the violins in the graph present
the density of the error and the box inside each violin is a box-and-whisker object.
Each violin has the same height and the densities were scaled accordingly, the
box inside the violin specifies the interquartile range and the whiskers spread 1.5
interquartile lengths away from the box. The median of the errors is visualized with
a white dot. The arrows specify the extreme errors in case that they have been left
outside the axis.
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not comparable among all the methods.
The estimates for trajectory T3 present a general view of the overall performance

of the algorithms and highlight the fundamental weaknesses of the methods. For
the monocular methods, the most important sources of errors were associated with
the initialization, scale error and scale drift. The accuracy of stereo methods was
superior in comparison to the mono methods. The better accuracy can be explained
with the immediate initialization and the advantage of constant scale of the stereo
methods. It was also noticed that if the stereo camera calibration wass erroneous,
it affected directly to the scale of the estimated trajectory and the scale error was
visible in the bias of the absolute velocity error.

6.2.2 Trajectory T4

All the estimates projected into the map of the trajectory T4 were presented in Figure
35. DSO mono, DSO stereo and SVO2 stereo were able to track the movement for the
complete trajectory. The initialization of DSO mono was highly erroneous and the
scale of the estimate was significantly larger than the scale of the reference trajectory.
As a result, DSO mono estimate did not fit to the map in Figure 35. Figure 36a
shows that even though the position error of DSO mono estimate was high, the
absolute orientation was not affected that significantly. SVO2 stereo accumulated a
small orientation drift in the estimate, which lead into an absolute horizontal error
of 800 meters in the end of the route. In the map, DSO stereo estimate appeared to
have ended the tracking before the end of the trajectory but in fact after a stop at
traffic lights it had estimated pure orientation for rest of the trajectory. Otherwise,
the shape of DSO stereo estimate was correct yet the scale appeared erroneous.
ORB-SLAM2 mono and SVO2 mono had lost track in the beginning of the route.
The tracked part of ORB-SLAM2 mono estimate was so short that it is not visible
in the horizontal projection.

In Figure 34 it is visible that DSO stereo estimate started to accumulate elevation

Figure 34: The elevation of the estimates and the reference of the trajectory T4
drawn into the same graph.
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error around 80 seconds and that at the same time all the other estimates had
significant changes in the estimated elevation. At 80 seconds in T4, there was a bus
at a bus stop in front of the research vehicle. The bus happened to accelerate just
when the research vehicle reached it. The estimate of ORB-SLAM2 mono terminated
tracking earlier at time of 45 seconds without any obvious reason. Although, at 45
seconds there was a vehicle moving fast far away behind the trees, which might have

Figure 35: The map of the trajectory T4 is shown with the projected estimates and
the reference trajectory. Only DSO and SVO2 stereo methods provided reasonable
results for T4. The trajectory passes through the area of Saunalahti and continues
to the area of Kauklahti passing through an industrial area.
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(a) The full trajectory. (b) At 65 seconds.

(c) At 345 seconds. (d) At 591 seconds.

Figure 36: The y-axis of the absolute error of the orientation in the (a) is limited to
present the errors for the most complete estimates. The parts (b) – (d) present parts
of the trajectory, where anomalies were detected.

caused the error. Also, SVO2 stereo was affected at the same time. ORB-SLAM2
stereo failed completely at 222 seconds, when the same bus pulled over to a bus stop
and the research vehicle was about to pass the bus.

The events that were present in the elevation error of the estimates in Figure 38,
were identified as peaks in the absolute velocities and absolute angular velocities in
Figure 37. For ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimate, the three peaks found in both estimate
graphs at 80, 145 and 222 seconds, presented the three events where the bus stopped
in front of the research vehicle. For DSO stereo, it can be confirmed that after a stop
at 740 seconds, only the orientation was estimated. For SVO2 stereo, an error peak
was observed in the absolute angular velocity at 591 seconds, where a downward
slope of the trajectory changed into an upward slope. It coincided that almost at
the same place there was an entrance to a tunnel, which was a probable cause of the
error. The discontinuity that the event caused in the absolute orientation error of
SVO2 stereo estimate is shown in Figure 36d. Furthermore, the exaggerated change
of the orientation provoked by the event can be observed in Figure 34. DSO stereo
and DSO mono estimates visible in the same figure were not significantly affected by
this event.

Another peak in both absolute velocity and absolute angular velocity of SVO2
stereo estimate was perceived at 345 seconds (see Figure 37 The peak was caused
by a vehicle that was passing from left to right in front of the research vehicle in a
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Figure 37: The absolute velocities and absolute angular velocities are compared
between the estimates and the reference for the trajectory T4.

T junction. In the same junction, there were several other vehicles passing in front
of the research vehicle, hence it is unclear why this particular vehicle provoked an
error. Although the peak in the angular velocity was relatively high, the orientation
error shown in Figure 36c was affected only momentarily. From the absolute velocity
graph it was confirmed that DSO mono estimate was degraded because of significant
scale error. At 345 seconds at the stop at the T junction, the scale error of DSO
mono estimate suddenly decreased closer to the absolute reference velocity. Around
800 seconds, after stopping in traffic lights, DSO mono started to provide erroneous
estimates caused by the other vehicles moving in the intersection. After the same
stop, DSO stereo was estimating pure orientation without translation.

At first, a rough examination did not point out that the first tunnel at 65 seconds
provoked errors in the estimates. A more precise examination, shown in Figure
38, revelaed that DSO mono, DSO stereo, SVO2 mono and SVO2 stereo estimates
were affected at 65 seconds. However, there was a 90 degree curve just before the
tunnel and it seems probable that all the aforementioned methods accumulated an
orientation error in the curve. Figure 36b shows that the orientation error of DSO
mono was the only estimate certainly affected by the change of the ambient light at
the entrance of the tunnel.

The estimates for the trajectory T4 provided insight about the performance of
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Figure 38: Focused view to the absolute velocities and the absolute angular velocities
at 65 seconds. The values of the estimates are compared to the reference for the
trajectory T4.

the algorithms in an urban area with traffic. The monocular methods were unable to
provide acceptable estimates for the trajectory and also ORB-SLAM2 stereo failed
completely. SVO2 stereo was the only method able to provide a complete estimate
for the trajectory resulting into an absolute translation error of 800 meters in the
end of the trajectory. On T4, all the tested methods (some more, some less) were
affected by the stopped bus, which started moving after the research vehicle reached
the bus. The results of the tested methods in a highly dynamic environment of the
trajectory T4 leave the reliability of the algorithms somewhat questionable in such
dynamic environments.

6.2.3 Trajectory T5

In this route the loop closures were expected to give advantage for ORB-SLAM2
because within each loop closure all the accumulated errors could be optimized. The
map of the trajectory T5, shown in Figure 39, presents how well the estimates follow
the reference trajectory in the horizontal plane. Approximately it was estimated
that the most erroneous method was SVO2 mono, the scale of the estimate started
to drift so much that in the end of it did not fit on the map. A notable scale
error was present for both DSO mono and DSO stereo estimates but surprisingly it
was higher for the stereo version. SVO2 stereo appeared to estimate the trajectory
accurately but some inaccuracy wass present in the most northern curve of the
estimate. Both ORB-SLAM2 mono and ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimates followed the
reference trajectory closely and it was difficult to tell if one or the other performed
better.
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Figure 39: The map of a residential area for the trajectory T5 is shown with the
corresponding estimates and the reference.
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Figure 40: The elevation of all the estimates compared to the reference in the
trajectory T5. All the estimates have a similar shape than the reference, but the
travelled distances in the vertical direction appear to be longer than in the reference.

Elevation of the estimates, shown in Figure 40, confirmed that the loop closure
feature benefited the estimates remarkably because ORB-SLAM2 mono and stereo
provided the best estimates. In this comparison, SVO2 stereo estimate was notably
more erroneous for the elevation and the scale error of SVO2 mono moved its trajectory
outside of the graph. The largest estimated elevation errors for DSO mono and DSO
stereo were within 5 meters from the reference. For all the estimates, the changes in
the elevation were larger than in the reference, which suggests that the estimation of
the angular velocity was erroneous. However, in Figure 42 there were no significant
peaks visible in the absolute angular velocity. And except SVO2 mono estimate,
neither any of the absolute angular velocity error distributions, shown in Figure 43,
were biased. The absolute orientation errors, shown in Figure 41, revealed that the
orientation of the estimates was slightly biased and that accumulated the elevation
error. For SVO2 stereo estimate, the orientation error was the highest among the
complete estimates for the trajectory T5.

The reason for the large errors of DSO stereo estimate was found from the absolute

Figure 41: The absolute position and absolute orientation error is shown for the
trajectory T5. SVO2 mono estimate was so erroneous that it was left outside of the
graphs.
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Figure 42: The graph specifies the absolute velocity and absolute angular velocity of
the estimates and the reference in the trajectory T5.

Figure 43: The distributions of the absolute velocity and the absolute angular velocity
errors of all the estimates for the trajectory T5 are shown as a violin graph. The
heights of the violins are equal and the densities are scaled accordingly.
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velocity error, which had an evident scale error for the first half of the trajectory
T5. The two distinct scale modes were also visible in the absolute velocity error
distribution of DSO stereo estimate shown in Figure 43. Furthermore, the absolute
angular velocity of DSO stereo estimate was affected in the beginning of the trajectory.
The distributions of ORB-SLAM2 stereo and SVO2 stereo were biased above zero,
which means that both of them had a small scale error. For DSO mono and SVO2
mono estimates, a scale error was identified from the absolute velocity estimate and
from the bimodal distributions of the absolute velocity error. For SVO2 mono, a
peak was observed in the absolute velocity at 225 seconds and in the absolute angular
velocity at 382 seconds (see Figure 42). In both occasions, there was a small reflection
from the dashboard of the vehicle visible in the upper left corner of the image. The
reflection disappeared gradually when the vehicle was turning. SVO2 mono was
the only estimate affected by this reflection. For ORB-SLAM2 mono estimate, the
variances of the error distributions were the smallest and the distributions were not
biased. For the peaks in the absolute angular velocity of ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimate
at 233 seconds and 559 seconds, there was also a reflection from the dashboard of the
vehicle. The reflection present at the first peak was the same that already appeared
at 225 seconds and caused disturbance for SVO2 mono.

The estimates of the trajectory T5 described the performance of the algorithms
in mostly static and structured environment with several loop closure possibilities.
Except the mono estimate of SVO2, all the methods were able to estimate a reasonable
trajectory that resembled the reference trajectory. The scale errors and scale drift of
DSO mono and DSO stereo lowered the quality of their estimates and the loop closure
feature of ORB-SLAM2 mono and ORB-SLAM2 stereo improved the accuracy of
their estimates. SVO2 stereo was able to provide a competitive estimate, which
though had problems in estimating the orientation reliably.

6.2.4 Trajectory T11

The trajectory T11, shown in Figure 44, was driven in reverse but there were no
other road users in the data, and therefore it was the easiest trajectory for most
algorithms. In the horizontal plane, the closest estimates to the reference were
DSO mono, ORB-SLAM2 mono, ORB-SLAM2 stereo and SVO2 stereo. DSO stereo
estimate had a large scale error that reduced towards the end, and SVO2 mono
estimate had a small scale drift. The elevation of the estimates is shown in Figure 45.
All methods except DSO mono were able to estimate the complete trajectory. The
final elevation error was in range of 1–2 meters for the mono methods and in range of
3–6 meters for the stereo methods. The mono methods underestimated the slope of
the trajectory and the stereo methods appeared to exaggerate it. It is probable that
the small difference was caused by the different alignment frame of the mono and
stereo estimates. The absolute orientation error, shown in Figure 47, presents the
same effect of mono and stereo estimates behaving differently. The absolute position
errors, presented in Figure 47, show that except DSO stereo the performance of all
methods was similar in a basic trajectory with a static scene.

The distributions of the absolute velocity errors, shown in Figure 46, pointed out
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Figure 44: The estimates and the reference are visualized in the map of the trajectory
T11. DSO stereo estimate had a scale error and scale drift, for the other estimates
there was no problems evident in this visualization.

Figure 45: The elevation of the trajectory T11 estimates is compared to the reference.
The stereo methods exaggerated the slope of the trajectory, while the mono methods
underestimated it although providing estimates closer to the reference.

that all the estimates except ORB-SLAM2 mono had a scale error. The median of
the absolute velocity error was above zero for all the estimates with a scale error.
It insinuates that the scale for those estimates was greater than the reference. By
viewing Figure 44, it was confirmed that except ORB-SLAM2 mono, the tail of all
the estimates stretched further than the reference. DSO mono and DSO stereo, for
which the distribution of the absolute velocity error was bimodal, appeared to apply
two distinct scales. For DSO mono estimate, the existence of the two scales was not
obvious from the previously shown figures but for DSO stereo estimate both scales
were also observable in the horizontal projection. The claim can be supported by
taking the parts of the trajectory before and after the most southern curve, shown
in Figure 44, and comparing them w.r.t to the same parts of the reference trajectory.
The size of the end part after the curve was closer to the reference than the part
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Figure 46: The violin graph for the Trajectory T11 presents the absolute velocity
errors and absolute angular velocity errors. The heights of the violins are scaled to
be equal.

before it.
The distributions for absolute angular velocity errors were slightly biased to the

positive side for ORB-SLAM2 stereo, SVO2 mono and SVO2 stereo estimates. In
practice, the positive error means that the curvature of the curves for the original
trajectory should be a bit higher than the curvature of these estimates. Figure 47
shows that for all the estimates there was an error in the absolute orientation in
range of three degrees, the error was caused mostly by erroneous estimation of the
roll and pitch angles.

The estimates of the trajectory T11 illustrated the capabilities of the algorithms
in a static scene with low velocity. The result was that all the algorithms except

Figure 47: The absolute position error is shown in the left and the absolute orientation
error in the right. The absolute position error for the complete trajectory of DSO
stereo estimate was cropped from the image to make the rest of the estimates visible.
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DSO stereo were able to provide reasonable estimates for the trajectory. It should be
noted that the estimates were not completely comparable because all the estimates
were not aligned in the same point (see Section 5.3).

6.2.5 Trajectory T13

SVO2 stereo and ORB-SLAM2 stereo were the only methods able to provide a
complete estimate for the trajectory T13. The horizontal projection of the estimates
is shown in Figure 48. The difference between ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimate and
the reference was negligible. Also, SVO2 stereo estimate resembles the reference
but the estimate drifted to north. All the other estimates lost track less than one
kilometer from the beginning in a tunnel. The elevation of the estimates, visualized
in Figure 49, revealed that even though the performance of ORB-SLAM2 stereo
was outstanding in the horizontal plane, the final error in the vertical direction was
close to 600 meters. The elevation error of SVO2 stereo was close to 300 meters in
the end of the trajectory. ORB-SLAM2 stereo and SVO2 stereo trajectories started
to separate from the reference at 45 seconds, where the tunnel changed the light
conditions rapidly and disrupted the estimation. The absolute position and absolute
orientation errors of the estimates are presented in Figure 50.

The distribution of the absolute velocity error of ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimate,
presented in Figure 51, revealed that even though there was no apparent scale error

Figure 48: The estimates and the reference projected into the map of the trajectory
T13. Considering that the speed in most of the trajectory was approximately 100
km/h, the estimate of ORB-SLAM2 was incredibly accurate in the horizontal plane.
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Figure 49: The elevation of the estimates and the reference is shown for the trajectory
T13.

present in the horizontal projection, it still existed because the distribution of the
absolute velocity error was notably biased above zero. It was interpreted that the
scale error was only visible in the vertical direction. For SVO2 stereo, the same bias
effect was found. For both DSO estimates and SVO2 mono estimate, it is worth
noting that the absolute velocity error distributions were bimodal. The estimate of
ORB-SLAM2 mono was so short that it prevents interpreting the performance or
the distribution. It was seen in Figure 52 that the algorithm was able to initialize
only moments before entering the tunnel where the tracking failed.

Figure 53 presents the absolute velocities and the absolute angular velocities of
the estimates. The tunnel at 45 seconds was observed as a peak in all the estimates
except DSO mono. Although, at first it appeared that SVO2 stereo and ORB-SLAM2
stereo estimates were not affected by the tunnel, the size of the observed error peak
insinuates that both methods were affected. The discontinuities in the absolute
position and orientation, shown in Figure 52, clarified that the estimate of SVO2

Figure 50: The absolute position and absolute orientation errors are shown for the
estimates of the trajectory T13. The absolute position error was mostly elevation
error caused by orientation drift.
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Figure 51: The distributions of the absolute velocity error and absolute angular
velocity error are presented for the trajectory T13 as a violin graph, the heights of
the violins are equal and the distributions are scaled accordingly.

stereo was clearly affected by the tunnel. For ORB-SLAM2 stereo, an effect was
observed only in the error of the absolute orientation. For SVO2 stereo, the impact
in the orientation was so big that it mostly explained the accumulated position error
after the event. For ORB-SLAM2 stereo, the effect was so small that the vertical
error cannot be explained. The graph of the absolute velocity error can be used to
locate two more high gradients for SVO2 stereo. Around 88 seconds the absolute
velocity of the estimate spiked momentarily from 30 m/s to over 100 m/s, but no
obvious reason was recognized for the gradient. The other peak around 180 seconds,
where the absolute velocity peaked to 250 m/s, was identified to an event where

Figure 52: The effect of entering the tunnel, at time of 45 seconds, visualized with
the absolute position and orientation in the trajectory T13.
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Figure 53: The absolute velocities and the absolute angular velocities of the estimates
are compared to the reference. The entrance of the tunnel can be seen as a peak in
the angular velocities of almost all the estimates.

another vehicle overtaked the research vehicle. The overtake was also observed to
cause a discontinuity in the absolute position error of SVO2 stereo estimate.

The trajectory T13 served as a benchmark for high velocity estimation. It was
observed that even if the frame rate of the data increased, the tested methods were
not able to track the motion exactly in all dimensions. In high velocity, disturbances
like other vehicles and change of ambient light can have crucial effects, four out of
six estimates failed in the tunnel. ORB-SLAM2 stereo and SVO2 stereo were the
only complete estimates, both having an error of hundreds meters in the absolute
position.

6.3 Real-time Performance
The real-time performance consists of two parts, an overall evaluation of real-time
performance and a more detailed evaluation. In the first part the characteristic RMSE
values of the real-time estimates were compared to the corresponding offline estimates
covered in Section 6.1. The overall performance evaluation was then followed by the
analysis of performance and differences of the real-time and offline estimates in the
trajectory T8.
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6.3.1 Overall Comparison

The RMSE values of the real-time processed trajectories, equal to the ones presented
in Section 6.1 for the offline processing, are shown in Tables 10–12. The highlighted
colours that are used in the tables, defined in more detail in Table 9, express the
performance of the real-time estimates compared to the corresponding offline estimate.
In Tables 10–12, the tRMSE(x, y) and γRMSE are notated with txy and γ for horizontal
translation and yaw angle error, respectively. The percentage % defines the portion
of the estimated distance and it is used to describe the robustness of the estimate.
The gray color cells in the tables mark that the estimate was not obtained despite
of various attempts. The number in the superscript of the RMSE values note the
ranking of the estimates among the FPS values, in ascending order from best to
worst. The overall ranking (OR) of the frame rate, shown as the last row in Tables
10–12, is the average of the rankings for all trajectories.

The RMSE values of DSO estimates are shown in Table 10. DSO stereo was
able to compute only four estimates for both higher frame rates, and therefore it
can be stated that DSO stereo was not capable of fast enough processing needed
for the higher frame rate sequences. The performance of DSO stereo was improved
for majority of the estimates at 10 FPS. On the contrary, T4 was not obtained at
all. Neither of DSO methods provided a complete estimate for the trajectory T13,
but both DSO methods failed in the same tunnel, where their offline counterparts
failed. DSO mono had the smallest absolute position and absolute orientation error
for the high velocity trajectories T12–T13 with the two highest frame rates. The
impression for DSO was that the real-time performance was similar to the offline
performance only if there was enough time to process the data. According to DSO
mono results, there was some evidence that higher frame rates can provide more
accurate estimates, but for DSO stereo there was not enough data to support the
claim.

As indicated by the amount of coloured cells in Table 11, there was a higher
variability in the results of ORB-SLAM2 between the offline and real-time estimates
in comparison to DSO. Especially for ORB-SLAM2 mono, the number of inferior
and superior values in the table is prominent. At first, it seemed that the errors of
the real-time estimates at 25 FPS decreased in comparison to the offline estimates.
However, this effect may be an artefact. The robustness of the real-time estimates
notably decreased, which was noted from the lower percentages that the algorithm
succeeded. That explains why the performance appeared better than it actually

Table 9: The thresholds of the highlighted colour values are defined. tRMSE(x, y) is
the RMSE of the horizontal projection and γRMSE is the RMSE of the yaw angle.
The percentage % describes the estimated portion of the trajectory.

offline comparison tRMSE(x, y) (meters) γRMSE (degrees) %
superior trealtime < 1

2 toffline γrealtime < 1
2 γoffline 2 %offline < %realtime

better 1
2 toffline ≤ trealtime < 0.95 toffline

1
2 γoffline ≤ γrealtime < 0.95 γoffline 1.05 %offline < %realtime ≤ 2 %offline

similar 0.95 toffline ≤ trealtime ≤ 1.05 toffline 0.95 γoffline ≤ γrealtime ≤ 1.05 γoffline 0.95 %offline ≤ %realtime ≤ 1.05 %offline

worse 1.05 toffline < trealtime ≤ 2 toffline 1.05 γoffline < γrealtime ≤ 2 γoffline
1
2 %offline ≤ %realtime < 0.95 %offline

inferior 2 toffline < trealtime 2 γoffline < γrealtime %realtime < 1
2 %offline
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Table 10: The RMSE values of horizontal translation txy and yaw angle γ for real-time
processing are presented for both versions of DSO algorithm.

mono
10 fps * 20 fps 25 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 15.51 0.241 98.5 19.92 0.392 98.3 20.73 0.413 98.5
T2 11.02 0.603 98.6 8.551 0.542 98.6 11.43 0.441 98.6
T3 3911 21.81 99.0 6243 42.63 99.1 5532 29.92 99.1
T4 —3 —3 — —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T5 4.721 2.271 99.5 2933 23.83 99.5 5.292 2.392 99.6
T6 1.743 0.192 95.5 1.702 0.193 95.6 1.331 0.161 95.4
T7 3.252 0.451 98.0 1.911 0.632 98.1 4.013 0.793 98.1
T8* 6.531 0.332 99.2 8.632 0.383 99.4 9.593 0.291 99.3
T9 99.91 1.413 90.0 1413 0.742 89.9 1352 0.691 90.2
T10 2273 0.443 99.0 1361 0.211 99.1 1532 0.302 99.2
T11 0.941 0.681 95.8 1.403 0.983 96.0 1.162 0.692 97.0
T12 5953 3.663 99.1 95.22 0.591 99.1 69.01 1.032 99.1
T13 5.033 0.733 13.8 4.672 0.712 13.9 3.881 0.661 13.8
OR 1.92 2.08 83.5 2.15 2.31 83.6 2.15 1.85 83.7

stereo
10 fps * 20 fps 25 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 59.91 0.561 100 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T2 1201 0.301 100 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T3 4441 32.31 99.8 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T4 —3 —3 — —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T5 6.761 2.012 100 8.272 1.991 100 8.753 2.073 100
T6 10.71 0.201 100 12.92 0.222 100 —3 —3 —
T7 12.31 0.651 99.3 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T8* 49.41 0.222 99.8 4582 0.283 99.9 6763 0.221 99.9
T9 1901 0.951 99.7 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T10 84.32 0.201 99.7 —3 —3 — 83.21 0.362 99.7
T11 1201 0.742 100 1393 0.721 100 1312 0.743 100
T12 62.21 0.361 99.4 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
T13 17.11 0.601 16.3 —3 —3 — —3 —3 —
OR 1.23 1.38 85.7 2.77 2.62 30.8 2.77 2.77 30.7

Table 11: The RMSE values of horizontal translation txy and yaw angle γ for real-time
processing are presented for both versions of ORB-SLAM2 algorithm.

mono
10 fps * 20 fps 25 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 75.81 0.731 46.6 94.82 3.783 49.7 1473 1.992 56.1
T2 —3 —3 — 3.482 0.222 13.0 1.501 0.111 6.3
T3 47.31 8.093 26.7 86.92 2.482 44.4 1383 0.191 45.4
T4 1.561 0.061 3.5 > 1k3 1.012 36.6 3562 1.923 35.8
T5 5.473 2.873 61.7 3.272 0.592 92.4 1.441 0.421 85.0
T6 1.001 0.141 98.3 1.203 0.223 99.9 1.162 0.202 98.7
T7 1.083 0.203 53.1 0.962 0.172 57.6 0.911 0.131 63.6
T8* 5.111 0.211 13.7 28.83 0.413 30.1 13.02 0.252 17.8
T9 1331 1.681 23.4 > 1k3 16.23 88.9 1542 9.452 33.4
T10 > 1k1 8.172 37.9 > 1k2 8.493 19.1 > 1k3 7.621 63.0
T11 1.122 0.391 99.3 1.193 0.593 99.5 0.731 0.462 100
T12 > 1k3 34.43 38.0 > 1k2 2.582 29.9 58.81 0.681 13.7
T13 10.43 0.662 14.0 2.622 1.673 4.4 0.161 0.501 1.0
OR 1.85 1.92 39.7 2.38 2.54 51.2 1.77 1.54 47.7

stereo
10 fps * 20 fps 25 fps

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 17.23 0.742 100 15.92 0.833 100 14.21 0.701 100
T2 51.42 3.632 100 54.23 3.833 100 50.81 3.511 100
T3 20.71 1.131 99.8 23.22 1.632 49.2 27.13 1.873 53.2
T4 2261 6.251 99.4 6463 15.43 99.2 3872 7.192 99.4
T5 2.151 0.851 100 6.483 1.222 100 4.602 2.683 86.8
T6 2.692 0.351 100 2.813 0.392 100 2.601 0.493 100
T7 3.092 1.853 99.3 3.643 1.572 99.4 2.781 0.251 12.7
T8* 36.93 1.063 47.4 4.771 0.581 32.5 8.412 0.882 48.0
T9 1513 6.463 99.7 2.691 1.581 1.6 84.22 5.142 99.7
T10 1543 4.643 99.7 1.801 0.071 6.9 1052 3.942 99.7
T11 1.973 0.151 100 1.851 0.242 100 1.962 0.403 100
T12 4882 5.462 99.4 5143 8.113 99.4 3251 5.401 99.4
T13 4982 6.882 100 > 1k3 46.83 100 0.671 0.141 2.7
OR 2.15 1.92 95.7 2.23 2.15 76.0 1.62 1.92 77.1

Table 12: The RMSE values of horizontal translation txy and yaw angle γ for real-time
processing are presented for both versions of SVO2 algorithm.

mono
10 fps 20 fps 25 fps 40 fps 50 fps 100 fps 200 fps *

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 > 1k5 29.63 45.5 > 1k7 82.46 100 > 1k6 99.37 87.0 56.81 14.92 36.8 75.32 48.95 45.1 8564 48.84 100 1013 1.621 88.0
T2 > 1k7 1196 77.5 > 1k6 1337 57.5 2172 92.14 34.0 > 1k5 1075 100 > 1k4 90.83 100 3193 6.742 100 1271 0.681 100
T3 68.21 10.42 13.7 > 1k7 35.95 26.3 69.72 28.73 16.6 8045 1167 20.6 8446 55.96 99.8 6604 35.34 99.8 4843 1.561 99.8
T4 > 1k7 1187 6.2 1464 95.26 5.7 42.21 38.84 5.8 9076 37.83 52.0 86.32 65.85 7.9 3285 10.91 22.7 94.03 31.82 22.2
T5 5.681 2.421 5.0 28.52 41.42 34.5 1215 93.57 53.5 1266 91.06 52.1 90.84 79.85 48.1 1537 72.84 53.5 70.43 69.13 53.6
T6 6.302 4.577 99.9 8.513 3.295 99.9 11.75 2.994 100 2.411 0.472 100 14.37 3.546 100 9.864 0.251 100 12.16 0.663 67.2
T7 99.07 55.27 99.3 74.45 48.26 99.3 25.94 8.524 85.0 23.22 13.05 78.4 16.81 0.591 84.7 25.83 2.883 99.3 77.86 0.762 99.3
T8* 1025 8.313 26.9 17.71 3.682 34.2 54.52 9.144 34.2 1156 12.06 45.7 62.23 1.391 45.6 66.24 9.205 45.4 5127 44.97 71.1
T9 > 1k7 1267 87.5 > 1k6 70.16 57.1 > 1k5 45.44 71.5 16.02 9.392 13.6 > 1k4 63.65 63.2 15.21 8.291 13.7 4183 40.33 98.4
T10 > 1k5 20.84 33.7 > 1k6 12.52 31.9 6743 17.13 39.7 2081 5.041 24.9 2812 31.75 55.4 > 1k7 86.76 77.4 > 1k4 94.67 71.3
T11 27.27 2.307 100 10.76 1.175 100 9.865 1.206 100 7.244 0.984 100 3.671 0.681 100 3.922 0.762 100 7.043 0.963 100
T12 10.81 1.531 11.0 3113 40.04 20.6 4154 53.06 21.5 2502 44.55 21.5 > 1k6 53.77 53.3 5995 15.32 52.3 > 1k7 35.03 63.2
T13 51.92 2.906 13.7 1155 1.873 13.9 49.11 1.602 13.9 1144 0.711 14.0 1976 2.004 14.0 2377 2.655 14.0 61.23 3.067 14.0
OR 4.38 4.69 47.7 4.69 4.54 52.4 3.46 4.46 51.0 3.46 3.77 50.7 3.69 4.15 62.9 4.31 3.08 67.6 4.00 3.31 72.9

stereo
10 fps 20 fps 25 fps 40 fps 50 fps 100 fps 200 fps *

txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ % txy γ %
T1 5077 17.77 100 1564 2.733 100 2336 10.26 100 1825 8.285 100 1303 5.984 100 43.81 1.581 100 47.52 2.182 100
T2 4567 19.77 100 3395 15.45 100 3706 18.56 100 2734 14.54 100 1963 8.263 100 1542 7.562 100 1001 4.641 100
T3 2557 11.07 99.8 1646 7.626 99.8 1375 5.035 99.8 67.43 2.883 99.8 91.64 4.124 99.8 34.42 1.041 99.8 16.11 1.112 99.8
T4 4507 8.586 99.4 2803 5.143 99.4 4256 7.805 99.4 2834 4.741 99.4 3385 4.872 99.4 1822 9.517 99.4 1181 7.654 99.4
T5 3.797 0.893 100 2.463 0.882 100 3.165 1.395 100 3.496 1.817 100 2.251 0.871 100 2.302 1.054 100 2.964 1.576 100
T6 2.167 0.133 100 2.116 0.316 100 1.905 0.184 100 1.501 0.387 100 1.823 0.255 100 1.844 0.132 100 1.662 0.111 100
T7 3.046 0.203 99.3 3.077 0.437 99.4 2.293 0.214 99.3 2.344 0.192 99.4 2.395 0.141 99.4 1.971 0.346 99.4 2.072 0.285 99.4
T8* 44.77 2.684 99.8 38.15 8.637 99.9 35.73 2.053 99.9 19.81 0.911 99.9 26.12 1.212 99.9 40.36 5.836 99.9 36.14 5.765 99.9
T9 1222 2.603 99.7 1091 2.021 99.7 2466 5.267 99.7 1273 2.272 99.7 1924 4.335 99.7 2537 4.386 99.7 2105 4.124 99.7
T10 > 1k7 22.36 99.7 > 1k6 22.77 99.7 8795 19.95 99.7 6564 12.34 99.7 5333 10.63 99.7 2911 4.071 99.7 4472 9.722 99.7
T11 12.07 5.587 100 4.865 1.196 100 5.566 0.655 100 3.213 0.264 100 3.634 0.091 100 2.632 0.232 100 2.591 0.253 100
T12 > 1k3 51.63 99.4 > 1k7 86.47 99.4 > 1k6 73.56 99.4 > 1k5 66.65 99.4 > 1k4 63.24 99.4 > 1k2 34.22 99.4 > 1k1 23.51 99.4
T13 3181 8.421 100 8986 16.35 100 5924 9.262 100 > 1k7 19.27 100 5743 10.23 100 4862 15.14 100 7165 16.66 100
OR 5.77 4.62 99.8 4.92 5.00 99.8 5.08 4.85 99.8 3.85 4.00 99.8 3.38 2.92 99.8 2.62 3.38 99.8 2.38 3.23 99.8
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was. For ORB-SLAM2 mono real-time estimates, for which the errors were superior
in comparison to the offline estimates, the tracked percentages decreased adversely.
And the offline estimates, for which the robustness and errors both improved with
the real-time processing, were erroneous originally or the tracked percentage was low,
and therefore the improvement was relatively easier.

For the real-time estimates of ORB-SLAM2 stereo, the errors were only superior
if the robustness had decreased notably or the errors of the offline estimate were
significantly high. According to Table 11, the errors were smaller for the higher frame
rates in high velocity trajectories T12–T13. However, only for the 25 FPS stereo
estimate of T12 the robustness of the estimate was high enough to state that the
errors were smaller. It can be stated that for both versions of ORB-SLAM2, mono
and stereo, a frame rate of 20 FPS was too high for real-time execution.

The highlighted values of SVO2 mono in Table 12 present that there was a high
variability between the real-time and offline results. The high variability of the errors
was a sign of unreliability for SVO2 mono. A clear pattern was not evident for the
real-time estimates of SVO2 mono and the robustness values were conflicting. Though
it was noted that for many real-time estimates with smaller errors than their offline
counterpart, the tracked percentage was also smaller. This can be explained, because
when the percentage was higher, also more errors accumulated to the statistics.

For SVO2 stereo, the variability between the real-time and offline estimates was
lower than for the mono version and the number of inferior RMSE values increased
towards the higher frame rates. But then the highest overall rankings were found
with the higher frame rates. The impression is that the real-time processing did not
affect the performance of SVO2 stereo considerably. For the high speed trajectory
T12, the best ranking was found at 200 FPS for SVO2 stereo estimate. For the
trajectory T13, the best ranking of SVO2 stereo was found at 10 FPS. It should
be noted that the errors were significantly high for SVO2 stereo in the trajectories
T12–T13.

It is prominent that approximately half of the RMSE values of the real-time
estimates were better than the equivalent values of the offline estimates. Especially,
for the higher frame rates it was expected that most of the errors would be equal or
higher. It was also surprising that a great number of the real-time estimates had
smaller errors for the higher frame rates. After all, the highlighted values were not
be interpreted alone but the errors and the tracked percentage together defined the
performance of the estimates.

To understand the differences better, a comparison similar to the one performed
for the offline estimates in Section 6.2, was performed for the real-time estimates
in the trajectory T8. Trajectory T8 was a combination of structured environment,
highway and a small forest with a loop. Since only one trajectory was chosen, T8 was
considered to present a variety of different scenes. The difference to the comparison
of Section 6.2 is that both real-time and offline estimates were compared and different
frame rates were selcted for the comparison. For both DSO methods and both
ORB-SLAM2 methods, the 10 FPS estimates were used and for SVO2 methods, the
200 FPS estimates were used.
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6.3.2 Trajectory T8

The estimates of the trajectory T8 were projected into the map shown in Figure
54. The selected frame rates and the evaluated trajectory T8 were tagged with
an asterisk in Tables 10–12 in Section 6.3.1. The loop closure made it possible for
both ORB-SLAM2 methods to recover from losing track, therefore the estimated
percentages shown in Table 11 do not necessarily imply that the tracked percentage
of the trajectory was a one continuous estimate (e.g. ORB-SLAM2 shown in Figure
54).

The most accurate estimates in the horizontal plane shown in Figure 54 were

Figure 54: The real-time and offline estimates and the reference projected into the
map of the trajectory T8. The real-time estimates are drawn with a dashed line and
the offline estimates with a continuous line.
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Figure 55: The elevation of the real-time and offline estimates is compared to the
reference in the trajectory T8.

provided by DSO mono algorithm, the real-time and the offline estimates were similar
but the real-time estimate was closer to the reference. Both DSO stereo estimates
were more inaccurate than DSO mono estimates in the horizontal plane. Also, the
real-time estimate of DSO stereo was closer to the reference than the offline estimate.
From Figure 55, showing the elevation of the estimates, it can be stated that except
of DSO mono offline estimate, DSO methods provided the most accurate estimates
of the elevation in the trajectory T8. From the elevations of the estimates it can
be seen that the offline estimate of DSO mono was affected at 68 seconds, where
there was a depression in the road and the fast change of orientation was not tracked
correctly. The absolute position error, which is shown in Figure 56, confirms that
the real-time estimate of DSO mono was more accurate than the offline estimate
and that the overall error of DSO mono real-time estimate was the smallest in the
trajectory T8. The absolute position error of DSO stereo offline estimate was the
most erroneous of all the complete estimates. Except of DSO mono offline estimate,
the absolute orientation errors were small for all DSO estimates. For this trajectory,
both DSO real-time estimates performed better than their offline counterparts.

The offline estimate of ORB-SLAM2 stereo was able to accurately track the
whole trajectory but all the other estimates of ORB-SLAM2 lost track and started
tracking again after a loop closure at 235 seconds (see Figure 55). The vertical
error of ORB-SLAM2 stereo offline estimate was the second closest to the reference
and its absolute position error was also the second smallest among all the complete
estimates. There was a significant amount of noise in the absolute orientation error
of ORB-SLAM2 stereo offline estimate that is shown in Figure 56. For the tracked
parts of the trajectory, the errors of the real-time estimate were higher in comparison
to the offline counterpart. In the same graph, both ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimates
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Figure 56: The absolute position and orientation errors are shown for the trajectory
T8. The real-time estimates are plotted with a dotted line and the offline estimates
with a solid line.

were affected by the same depression in the road that affected the offline estimate of
DSO mono. The real-time estimate of ORB-SLAM2 stereo lost track at 146 seconds
in the northernmost curve of the trajectory without an obvious reason. In the map it
can be seen by comparing the place of the northernmost curve that the scale of the
offline estimate for ORB-SLAM2 stereo was smaller in comparison to the real-time
estimate. Even though for ORB-SLAM2 stereo, the tracking was robust in the earlier
trajectories, this trajectory was able to demonstrate its weaknesses.

For ORB-SLAM2 mono, the errors of the real-time estimate were smaller than
the errors of the offline estimate. It needs to be considered though that for most
of the trajectory, neither real-time or offline estimate of ORB-SLAM2 mono was
tracking. The real-time version of ORB-SLAM2 mono lost track two times, first at
51 seconds and again at 283 seconds in the same exact place after the loop closure.
There was no evident reason for the failure, but a pale reflection from the dashboard
of the vehicle was observed. The offline estimate of ORB-SLAM2 mono lost track at
63 seconds, when the vehicle was moving out of a part shaded by trees and it caused
the exposure to change gradually.

In Figure 55 it was observed that SVO2 mono offline and real-time estimates were
both affected considerably after two oncoming trucks passed the research vehicle at
113 seconds and 121 seconds. After the trucks, the offline estimate lost track at 146
seconds, when the research vehicle turned right in the most northern curve of the
trajectory T8 (see Figure 54). The real-time estimate was able to track until 223
seconds, where it ended tracking in a small curve in low speed. In the beginning
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of the trajectory, the scale of SVO2 mono real-time estimate was larger than the
reference and in the end of the trajectory it was smaller than the reference. For the
tracked part of the trajectory, the real-time estimate of SVO2 mono had larger errors
in the absolute position error in comparison to the offline counterpart. The absolute
orientation errors were similar for both versions.

SVO2 stereo estimates, shown in Figure 54, have horizontal errors similar to DSO
stereo methods but the elevation error was the highest of all the estimates. In Figure
56, at 98 seconds, the real-time estimate of SVO2 stereo had a discontinuation caused
by another vehicle passing the research vehicle. It was also observed as a spike in the
absolute errors in Figure 56 that both SVO2 stereo estimates were affected by the
oncoming truck at 121 seconds. The real-time estimate was also affected by the first
truck at 113 seconds. The absolute position errors and absolute orientation errors of
SVO2 stereo, shown in Figure 56, were smaller for the offline estimate in comparison
to the real-time estimate but the accumulating orientation errors for both estimates
caused the absolute position error to increase throughout the trajectory.

The distributions of the absolute velocity and absolute angular velocity errors,
shown in Figure 57, revealed the variables that were invisible in the other graphs of
the trajectory T8. The variances of both absolute errors were smaller for the real-time
estimate of DSO in comparison to the offline estimate. For both estimates of DSO
mono, the absolute velocity errors were biased below zero revealing a scale error.
Furthermore, the distributions were bimodal, which means that DSO mono estimates
had two distinct scales. Even though the real-time estimate of DSO stereo was
more accurate than the the offline estimate, the absolute velocity error distribution
of the real-time estimate had a higher variance. In addition, the absolute velocity
error distribution indicated that contrary to DSO stereo offline estimate there were
various scales in the real-time estimate. It seems that the real-time estimate probably
resulted in a smaller absolute position error because the average scale was closer to
the correct.

For ORB-SLAM2 mono, the medians of the absolute velocity errors and absolute
angular velocity errors were close to zero, which implies that the scale was close to
correct. The maxima of the absolute velocity error distribution revealed that at least
two different scales were used for the real-time and offline estimates of ORB-SLAM2
mono. The errors of ORB-SLAM2 mono real-time estimate had smaller variance
than the errors of the offline estimate. The distribution of absolute velocity errors
was biased above zero for both ORB-SLAM2 stereo estimates, indicating a scale
error, but for the real-time estimate the bias was smaller. The variances of both
errors were larger for the real-time estimate of ORB-SLAM2 stereo in comparison
to the offline estimate. The absolute angular velocity error was biased below zero
for the real-time estimate of ORB-SLAM2 stereo. It suggests that the change of the
orientation was underestimated as is shown in Figure 56.

The absolute velocity errors of SVO2 mono estimates, revealed that the real-time
estimate had two very different scales. The absolute angular velocity distributions
were strongly biased above zero for both estimates of SVO2 mono. This can be
explained because before losing track, the erroneous estimation of the orientation
had significant errors in the estimated angular velocities. For SVO2 stereo estimates,
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Figure 57: The distributions for the absolute velocity error and the absolute angle
error are shown for the trajectory T8. The heights of the violin are equal and the
distributions are scaled accordingly.

the insufficient estimation of the angular velocity was observed in the bias of their
error distributions. In addition, a small scale error was visible in the bias of the
absolute velocity error distribution of SVO2 stereo estimates. The variance of the
absolute velocity error was higher for SVO2 stereo real-time estimate.

6.4 Summary of the Results
In Section 6.1, the stereo methods proved to be more robust than the monocular
methods, meaning that the stereo methods were less prone to fatal errors that ended
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the tracking. SVO2 stereo did not end tracking in any of the trajectories and both
ORB-SLAM2 stereo and DSO stereo ended tracking only in one of the trajectories.
DSO mono was the most robust of the monocular methods and ended tracking only
in few trajectories whereas SVO2 mono and ORB-SLAM2 mono ended the tracking
in majority of the trajectories.

Even though SVO2 stereo was the most robust method, among the stereo methods
it had the highest absolute position and orientation errors in most trajectories. Among
the stereo methods, DSO had the smallest errors in absolute orientation and ORB-
SLAM2 was the most accurate method in terms of absolute position error. SVO2
mono was the least robust and the least accurate method. DSO mono proved to be
the most accurate of the monocular methods in terms of position and orientation
error. ORB-SLAM2 mono provided accurate estimates in static and structured
environments with low velocities and stable light conditions.

The original data sets of 200 FPS were subsampled to data sets of 10, 20, 25,
40, 50 and 100 FPS. In Section 6.1, the RMSE results from different frame rates
were compared to define if higher image frequencies would result into more accurate
estimates. It was found that in high speeds, the results were possibly better but that
was method dependent. For DSO mono, the smallest errors for the high velocity
trajectories were found with the two highest tested frame rates. For DSO stereo,
the smallest errors were found with the two lowest frame rates. The estimates of
ORB-SLAM2 mono were so incomplete in the high velocity trajectories that the claim
could not be supported. According to the results of ORB-SLAM2 stereo, the tracking
with higher frame rate resulted in less errors when there was enough processing
time. The robustness of SVO2 mono was observed to increase with the highest frame
rates and the smallest errors for high velocities were encountered among the higher
frame rates. For SVO2 stereo, the results were conflicting. In general, the number of
unacceptable errors appeared to decrease towards the higher frame rates but then
the highest errors for the highest velocity trajectory were found with the highest
frame rates.

The real-time performance analysis, presented in Section 6.3, evaluated how
the performance was affected with limited time. The effect of increased frame rate
together with real-time processing demand was clear for DSO stereo; the method
was not able to process the data fast enough and the estimates were not provided.
Except of few higher frame rate estimates, the lowest frame rate estimates were the
only ones acquired for DSO stereo. The overall performance of DSO stereo real-time
estimates was similar to the offline estimates. For DSO mono, the errors of real-time
estimates for all frame rates were similar in comparison to the offline estimates.
ORB-SLAM2 mono showed tendency to lower robustness with all the frame rates
and that tendency increased with higher frame rates. For ORB-SLAM2 stereo, the
real-time errors were similar to the offline errors with the lowest frame rate and with
higher frame rates the number of failures increased and the errors increased. The
result of SVO2 mono was contradictory. A clear pattern of the consequences was not
evident - for some estimates the robustness increased while for others it decreased.
For higher frame rates, the robustness of SVO2 mono was affected less. The real-time
performance of SVO2 stereo was found similar than the offline performance, with
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higher frame rates the errors increased slightly in comparison to the offline errors
but were still better than the errors of the lower frame rate real-time estimates.

Additionally, it was found for DSO mono, for which the real-time estimates of
higher frame rates were not corrupted, that the increased frame rate in high velocity
could result in smaller errors also for real-time processing. This was consistent with
the findings of Section 6.1. Also for SVO2 mono, the robustness was increasing with
the higher frame rates and was the highest among 200 FPS real-time estimates. For
both SVO2 methods, the smallest overall errors were also encountered among the
real-time estimates of 200 FPS.

Studying the distributions of the absolute errors in Sections 6.2–6.3 showed how
the performance and the errors were visible in the parameters of the distribution.
It was found that the most accurate estimates were the ones, in which the error
distribution was unimodal and unbiased, and the variance of distribution was small.
On the contrary, if the absolute velocity error distribution was biased, it indicated
a scale error and a multimodal distribution pointed out the various scales of the
estimate. Biased distribution of angular velocity error indicated an orientation drift.

The detailed performance analysis in Section 6.2 revealed that even though the
estimates provided small errors in the horizontal plane, they accumulated high errors
in the elevation and in both roll and pitch angles. Also, it was noticed that the
initialization and scale drift were the major causes to degrade the mono estimate
quality and a systematic scale error was found in all the stereo estimates. For DSO
stereo, a scale drift was found in majority of the estimates.

All the events that were observed to cause failures or degradation of the estimates
in Sections 6.2–6.3 are summarized in Table 13. The name of the event in the table
does not define that it was the cause of the failure but it describes what was perceived
in the data. Since e.g. ORB-SLAM2 mono provided a complete estimate only for
trajectory T5, the number of failures can not be interpreted as a comparable metric

Table 13: The table combines together the events that caused errors or failures for
the methods.

Event (sec) DSO mono DSO stereo ORB2 mono ORB2 stereo SVO2 mono SVO2 stereo

T4

Far away vehicle (45 s) ✓ ✓
Tunnel (65 s) ✓ ✓
Bus starts moving (80 s) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bus stops (145 s) ✓
Bus overtaken (222 s) ✓
T junction (345 s) ✓
Tunnel (591 s) ✓
Traffic lights (740 s) ✓ ✓
Reflection (225 s) ✓ ✓
Reflection (382 s) ✓T5
Reflection (559 s) ✓
Reflection (51 s) ✓
Depression in the road (68 s) ✓
Oncoming truck (113 s) ✓
Oncoming truck (121 s) ✓
Turn (146 s) ✓
Small curve (223 s) ✓

T8

Reflection (283 s) ✓
Tunnel (45 s) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓T13 Car overtaking (180 s) ✓
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among the methods. The tracked percentages in Tables 6–8 and 10–12 must also be
taken into account. The image frames of the left camera, related to the events that
are specified in the table, are shown in Figure 58. With the exception of 58k, for
which the images are from two different events, two images are presented for each
event so that the right image is chronologically after the left one.

Only two of the events impacted all methods, the first event was a stopped bus
that started to drive when the research vehicle reached it. Figure 58c presents the
event, where the bus covers approximately 10 % of the image surface. When the bus
was stopped, it was probably used to estimate the motion. Then when it suddenly
started moving approximately at the same velocity with the research vehicle, the
motion estimation of the methods was affected because they still erroneously believed
the bus to be a static object and erroneously kept on using its features for estimation.
Alternatively, the instant loss of good features might have degraded the quality of
the tracking. At this event, SVO2 mono failed completely and ORB-SLAM2 stereo
started to estimate erroneously. The rest of the methods were affected less. For
ORB-SLAM2, all the bus events were caused by the same bus moving in front of the
research vehicle and the tracking failed completely later when the bus stopped for
the last time and it was overtaken.

The second event that affected all the methods, was a tunnel shown in Figure 58o.
The camera auto exposure control increased the exposure time so that the inside
of the tunnel was made visible. As a result the scene at the end of the tunnel was
overexposed. Combined with the high velocity the event was fatal for most methods.
Only ORB-SLAM2 stereo and SVO2 stereo were able to continue tracking. Probably
the effect was too intense for the photometric calibration of DSO methods, because
it was not able recover the lost features at the end of the tunnel.

The other events that caused disturbance for DSO mono, were a stop at traffic
lights and a depression in the road. The effect of the depression is visualized with an
image pair in Figure 58j. The change of the orientation is significant while passing the
depression but this kind of fatal error should not happen. DSO stereo was affected
by the traffic lights and by a tunnel shown in Figure 58b. The tunnel alone should
not be that difficult to estimate in speed of approximately 35 km/h but together
with the reflection appearing in the image it could be difficult. On the contrary, rest
of the methods were unaffected by this event.

ORB-SLAM2 mono was affected by three more events that are shown in Figures
58a, 58i and 58n. In the first image pair there was a vehicle moving behind the trees
in the right hand side of the image, for human eye it is difficult to even locate it
without motion. The other two image pairs were from different times of the trajectory
but they represent the same place. There was a dull reflection in the bottom center of
the image. All events that affected ORB-SLAM2 mono, lead into a complete failure
of tracking. The severeness of the failures resulting from these events describes how
delicate method ORB-SLAM2 mono was. ORB-SLAM2 stereo was possibly affected
by a reflection from the dashboard of the vehicle, the event is shown in Figure 58h.
The observed reflection was barely visible for human eye, in both images it is located
in the sky in the left side of the image. The error was not fatal but significant.

SVO2 mono was the most fragile of all methods. It was affected by the tunnel
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(a) T4, Far away vehicle (45 s)

(b) T4, Tunnel (65 s) (c) T4, Bus starts moving (80 s)

(d) T4, T junction (345 s) (e) T4, Tunnel (591 s)

(f) T5, Reflection (225 s) (g) T5, Reflection (382 s)

(h) T5,Reflection (559 s)

(i) T8, Reflection (51 s) (j) T8, Depression in the road (68 s)

(k) T8, Oncoming truck (113 s left & 121 s right) (l) T8, Turn (146 s)

(m) T8, Small curve (223 s) (n) T8, Reflection (283 s)

(o) T13, Tunnel (45 s) (p) T13, Car overtaking (180 s)

Figure 58: Events that caused failures or degradation of accuracy are visualized with
two frames of left camera, but Figure (k) shows images of different events.
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event in Figure 58b. Then it was affected by the reflections in Figures 58f and 58g,
the reflections were coming from the vent frame attached to the dashboard of the
vehicle. SVO2 mono was also affected by the two oncoming trucks passing it in the
highway, the events are visualized in Figure 58k. Both The turn event and the small
curve event, shown in Figures 58l and 58m, respectively, had also affected SVO2
mono. Almost all incidents had lead into significant errors or a complete failure,
which demonstrates how sensitive SVO2 mono was to all sorts of dynamics.

Also SVO2 stereo was affected by various events. An event where a vehicle moved
fast behind the trees, shown in Figure 58a, had a significant effect in the orientation
error of SVO2 stereo. Figure 58d presents an image where a vehicle moving from left
to right caused an orientation error in SVO2 stereo estimate. The effect is surprising
since in the same junction, there were several other vehicles passing the junction, but
the particular observed vehicle provoked an error. Furthermore, at an entrance into a
tunnel, presented in Figure 58e, the change of orientation was estimated erroneously.
Figure 58p presents an image pair, where the research vehicle was overtaken by
another vehicle. Also this overtaking caused erroneous estimation of orientation. The
errors of SVO2 stereo imply that SVO2 was relatively sensitive to the dynamics of
the scenes, even though it was able cope well with them. Given the results of SVO2
mono, the sensitivity of SVO2 stereo was reasonable.
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7 Discussion
In this work, the performance of three state-of-the-art visual odometry algorithms
DSO, ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2, were evaluated in thirteen trajectories. The estimates
were compared to real-time kinematics (RTK) corrected reference trajectories from
a GNSS inertial navigation system (INS). Both mono and stereo versions of each
algorithm were evaluated with several frame rates as suggested in Section 5.3.

The stereo version of ORB-SLAM2 provided the most accurate estimates. SVO2
stereo provided complete estimates for all trajectories and frame rates in offline and
real-time execution. DSO was the most reliable and most robust of the mono methods.
It was found that VO estimation of a higher frame rate can result in less failures and
in higher accuracy, especially in high velocity. The frame rate dependency in high
velocities was most evident for ORB-SLAM2 stereo (see Section 6.1). Moreover, an
increase in the estimated portion of trajectory was observed with higher frame rates
for ORB-SLAM2 mono and especially for SVO2 mono. The real-time execution did
not deteriorate the performance of SVO2 methods even at the highest frame rate of
200 FPS. In addition, the accuracy of DSO mono real-time estimates was found to
be similar to the offline estimates.

None of the evaluated methods proved to be completely reliable. All methods
failed in more than one trajectory but stereo methods were found more robust than
mono methods. The performance of mono estimates was mostly degraded by the
difficulty of initialization, scale drift and tracking errors. Moreover, mono methods
were sensitive to dynamic scenes and changes of lighting conditions. Especially, mono
versions of ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2 were sensitive to reflections and other road users
(see Section 6.4) and both methods failed completely in various trajectories. The
performance of DSO stereo was deteriorated because of scale drift. Furthermore, real-
time execution at 20 FPS was found to be too high for stereo versions of ORB-SLAM2
and DSO.

In [19], comprehensive tests were performed for DSO mono and ORB-SLAM2
mono in three different data sets. They used EUROC dataset [11], TUM-RGB
dataset [13] and ICL-NUM dataset [12] to benchmark the methods. The authors
reported that SVO mono consistently failed in most sequences. According to their
results, DSO mono had smaller scale error, smaller accumulated rotational drift
and trajectory alignment error in comparison to ORB-SLAM2 mono in TUM-RGB
dataset. In addition, DSO mono had smaller errors in EUROC and ICL-NUM
datasets. The comparison was performed to Sim(3) aligned estimates. For both
algorithms, the errors of hard-enforced real-time execution were similar or a little
higher in comparison to the errors of offline execution. All these findings are consistent
with the ones in this work.

In [24], SVO2 mono and stereo implementations were compared to DSO mono
and ORB-SLAM2 mono in EUROC dataset. Except for DSO mono, they reported
several trajectories, where the estimate was not acquired. This is partially consistent
with the findings in this work, with the difference that in this work all the estimates
were obtained for SVO2 stereo. In [24], the absolute translation RMSE of scale
aligned estimates was compared. ORB-SLAM2 mono, without loop closure and
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optimization, had similar errors with SVO2 stereo. DSO mono had slightly higher
errors and SVO2 mono had the highest errors. The findings in this work are parallel,
although the test setup has some difference; in this work the trajectories were not
scaled nor aligned separately and both the loop closure detection and optimization
were enabled for ORB-SLAM2.

In KITTI dataset [9], the ORB-SLAM2 stereo had higher errors than DSO stereo
[20]. However, the reader needs to be reminded that the implementation of DSO
stereo [75] that is used in this work is not the same algorithm, but an implementation
based on the original DSO mono [19]. The authors of [75] have reported smaller
errors and more accurate scale estimation in comparison to DSO mono. On the
contrary, here it was found that DSO stereo is prone to scale drift, and therefore
the errors were occasionally higher than for DSO mono. In addition, the authors
of [75] claimed that DSO stereo runs typically at 20 FPS. In this work, several
estimates failed completely with frame rates of 20 and 25 FPS. Though, it needs to
be mentioned that the authors of [75] did not use photometric calibration whereas in
this work photometric calibration was enabled for both mono and stereo version of
DSO.

Considering the amount of trajectories that were studied in this work and that
each trajectory has been processed with several frame rates, the amount of results
should be enough to draw a conclusion about the general performance of the evaluated
methods. And the results of the other authors support this conclusion. Unfortunately,
the number of high velocity sequences was too small to make a generalization that all
the VO algorithms can benefit from higher frame rates in higher velocities, although
a strong indication of such behavior was present. Otherwise, the sequences consisted
of a variety of realistic scenes and most sequences included a significant amount of
dynamic events. Therefore, the generalizability of the results shall not be threatened.

The studied dataset was comprehensive but it would be difficult to precisely
repeat most or all the sequences. However, if a new dataset was collected, the results
would most likely be parallel to the ones presented here. With high probability, the
new dataset would also involve random events such as reflections, intense changes
of lighting and other road users that could cause fatal errors or deterioration of the
estimates. It would be possible to avoid the reflections but the intense changes of
lighting and other road users are beyond control. Either the small calibration error of
the stereo camera setup, explained later in this section, shall not change the results
remarkably. The accuracy of the estimates shall improve but the calibration shall not
remarkably affect the sensitivity for dynamic effects, which most severely deteriorated
the estimation robustness and accuracy. Thus, as was observed in Section 6.2.4,
the performance of the methods could be significantly different if e.g. a purposely
unilateral dataset without other road users and mostly static lighting conditions was
used for the evaluation.

The limitations of the algorithm implementations introduced some inconsistencies
for the evaluation. Mono versions of DSO and ORB-SLAM2 provided the estimates
only for the keyframes whereas both methods of SVO2 provided a solution including
an estimate for each frame in the sequence. For all the evaluated methods, the
optimization was performed only for the keyframes, and therefore a significant
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amount of noise was present in the solutions for each frame. The resulting noise made
the keyframe estimates and the complete estimates partially incomparable with each
other. Moreover, the currently available implementation of SVO2 does not support a
proper offline execution, in which an unlimited processing time is guaranteed. SVO2
only supports reading of images by subscribing to a specific rostopic publishing
them. Since SVO2 is only shared in binary format, it is not possible to alter the
implementation.

In Section 6.2, it was noticed that all the stereo estimates had a consistent scale
error, which suggests that there was an error in the stereo calibration. The calibration
procedure, explained in detail in Section 4.3, was performed with Kalibr multiple
camera calibration toolbox [91] and the resulting variance of the reprojection errors
was higher than expected, especially in the horizontal direction. In quest of a reason
for the calibration error, it was encountered that the calibration target printed in
a matt surface of a cell sheet, was not accurate enough for the calibration. The
horizontal edges of the pattern, illustrated in Figure 59, have ended up blurred in
the production stage.

Initially, it was assumed that the effect of the windscreen is negligible and that the
scale error is caused by erroneous calibration resulting from utilizing only part of the
image plane in the calibration. The hypothesis was tested by calibrating the stereo
camera pair with ROS camera calibration package [94] using intrinsic parameters,
which were precalibrated from entire image plane, to initialize the extrinsic calibration.
However, the scale error persisted and the hypothesis was abandoned.

The placement of the cameras inside the vehicle brought one more limitation;
the reflections from the dashboard. The size of the camera and the inclination of
the windscreen, together with the heating strings of the windscreen prevented a
practical installation of such structure that would block the reflections. In other
words, a lens hood, big enough to prevent the reflections, would cover an excessively
big portion of the driver’s view. Hence, the dashboard was covered with a black felt
but unfortunately its reflectivity was not low enough.

The test configuration introduced a limitation to the comparability of the mono

Figure 59: An image presenting the issue with the calibration board. The horizontal
edges between the black and white squares are not sharp.
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and stereo methods. The stereo methods provided an estimate starting from the
beginning of the trajectory. The monocular methods instead needed an undefined
period to initialize the tracking. The practical approach used in this work differs
from the approaches that are used in [24, 19], where the estimates are evaluated by
using Sim(3) or Se(3) alignment. In this work, the estimates were aligned in the
GNSS INS frame corresponding to the beginning time of the estimate. This approach
assumed that the reference measurements of the GNSS INS were ideal, which was
not true. One option could have been to align all estimates to the GNSS INS frame
corresponding to the beginning of the latest initialized mono estimate. However, in
that case the experiment would not have reflected the errors that are encountered in
practical applications.

Two limitations of the data can be recognized. First, it was difficult to record
a high velocity image sequence in a real highway environment without other road
users. During the daytime, the highways were crowded and in the night time there
was not enough light. Such sequence would have been essential in order to observe
more precisely the effect of the pure frame rate. Second, a tunnel in the beginning of
the high velocity trajectory T13 limited the performance evaluation of the complete
trajectory for various methods (see Sections 6.1 and 6.2.5, although it provided
insight to the fundamental problems of VO.

In [52], it is pointed out that tracking of unequally distributed features in the
images can result in drift in the estimated orientation. In this work, the features
might be equally distributed in the images but since the lower third of the image is
not used for tracking, the features are potentially non-uniformly distributed w.r.t. the
center of the lens. This would coincide with the observation of increasing elevation
error, which could be caused by a drift in the estimation of roll angle (see Section
6.2). This hypothesis shall be tested in the future by cropping an equal part from
the top of the images and recalibrating the cameras with the new image dimensions
before processing the dataset again. A new calibration target qualifying for the
calibration procedure shall be acquired for the test. If the error persists, the cameras
may need to be installed outside the vehicle or the effect of the windscreen may need
to be modelled and calibrated.

The reliability of the experiments presented in this work, could be improved by
processing the dataset several times for all the possible combinations to reduce the
weight of random errors. Furthermore, the results could be visualized in more compact
form such as in [19]. The coverage of the research could be increased by comparing
the offline execution times of different configurations. Equally, the processor loads of
the real-time execution could be analyzed. If the topic of currently active keyframes
published by SVO2 could be used to record a pure keyframe estimate, the derivatives
of position and orientation could be compared among all methods.

The dataset could be completed by collecting more sequences in different weather
and lighting conditions. In addition, laser scanner data could be collected for the
same trajectories to compare the performance of VO to LIDAR odometry. Instead of
RTK corrections the raw IMU and GNSS data of the trajectories could be collected
and the kinematic corrections could be post-processed to increase the accuracy of
the reference.
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In this work, it was shown that by searching high gradients from the absolute
errors of velocity and angular velocity, it is possible to identify the moments or
events when the algorithms have provided notable errors (see Section 6.2). If a
benchmark dataset will be published in the future, it could be useful to publish
a tool, which automatically searches for these high gradients in the estimates and
shows the equivalent images in the dataset to ease the development and debugging
of VO algorithms. The high gradients could be searched in the absolute errors of
accelerations and a threshold could be applied to define the meaningful events.

The higher sensitivity of SVO2 suggests, that the outlier removal of SVO2 filter
approach is less robust than the approaches used by ORB-SLAM2 and DSO. The
robustness of SVO2 was notably increased with the higher frame rates, which could
be caused by a faster convergence of the landmark locations at higher frame rates.
Additionally, it could be that the direct matching approach of SVO2, which tracks
the motion flow between the keyframes, benefits from the two consequent images
having a smaller distance. However, this effect was not perceived for DSO, which
similarly utilizes a direct matching approach to track the motion flow.

It was shown that VO algorithms can benefit from higher frame rate data,
especially in higher velocities. Therefore, the need of a higher frame rate benchmark
dataset is justified for high velocity applications such as autonomous vehicle. Currently
available cameras and computing capacity might not be there yet to perform the
processing in real-time, but that should not prevent the development of future
algorithms. Moreover, high frame rate VO might be essential for other applications,
where the velocity is relatively high w.r.t depth of the scene. Such applications
can include e.g. a nano-sized robot moving in limited narrow space, where the
surroundings of the scene are extremely close to the camera.

Dynamic lighting conditions in an outdoor environment, such as in Section 6.2.5,
present a difficult challenge for VO. If a scene consists of parts illuminated by direct
sunlight and other parts that remain in shadow, the intensity resolution of a normal
camera is not sufficient to replicate the broad range of luminance in the scene. This
can be improved by using a camera with higher intensity resolution, but in difficult
scenes combining differently exposed images typically results in a better solution
[108, 109]. Therefore, a technique to create a high dynamic range (HDR) image from
moving camera images would be beneficial for VO methods.

The monocular methods were especially sensitive to dynamic scenes and changes in
lighting conditions. Moreover, initialization, scale and tracking accuracy of monocular
methods was unreliable. To increase the reliability of monocular VO methods, I
would suggest to use a monocular estimate together with another estimate such as
wheel odometry or inertial odometry, which are not accurate enough to be used
alone. The accuracy of the stereo methods was not reassuring either. In fact, in
this experiment all the methods appeared to be too unreliable to be used as the
only estimate to rely on. For sure, the methods can provide accurate results in
certain conditions but they can also fail as fatally in others. Actually, all types of
sensors and the motion estimation methods built for them, have their advantages
and disadvantages. Therefore, it is suggested to use the VO methods together with
several other estimates and sensor fusion techniques to provide a robust estimate. To
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use VO with sensor fusion, it would be preferable that the VO estimate is provided
together with its reliability, ideally as covariance matrix, but none of the studied
algorithms provided this functionality.

To utilize VO in the autonomous-capable platform of FGI, it would be probably
the best to choose a mono method to work with. Undeniably, the results of stereo
methods were better in this experiment but I argue that the performance of mono
VO should be competitive when used together with appropriate sensor fusion to
access the scale. In Sections 6.2 and 6.4, it was noticed that the performance of
the evaluated VO estimates was degraded mostly by dynamic events, which do not
affect estimates such as wheel odometry or inertial measurement. Therefore, it is
suggested that use of such methods as a priori information could improve the quality
of VO considerably. Additionally, the use of a priori information could resolve the
other major issues of mono VO such as initialization difficulties and scale drift. Since
gravity can be measured accurately with inertial measurement, the roll and pitch
angles of the estimate could be tied to the gravity vector. This would prevent the
orientation drift caused by erroneous estimation of roll and pitch angles, which was
perceived in Section 6.2.

In contrast to using two cameras as a stereo camera pair or two cameras as
individual monocular cameras, the monocular cameras would probably provide a
more robust solution. With the same amount of computation or perhaps a little less
it would be possible to acquire two estimates instead of one. At the same time the
robustness against random events could be increased because when the images of two
cameras do not need to overlap, they are less likely to be affected by the same events.
At least at the same time. In addition of using two cameras to increase robustness,
another interesting option is to test fish eye lenses or omnidirectional camera, so
that a larger area can be used for the estimation. However, if the resolution stays
untouched, the utilized FOV is ultimately a tradeoff between the accuracy and
robustness of the odometry estimate.

DSO was the most robust of the studied monocular methods and it is available
as open source implementation. Therefore, it would probably be the most preferable
method to be used in the FGI autonomous vehicle. Furthermore, the computational
load of DSO was minimal in comparison to e.g. ORB-SLAM2 stereo and the real-time
execution did not reduce the accuracy or robustness notably. Hence, it might be
even feasible to run the DSO algorithm simultaneously for two individual cameras.
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8 Conclusion
In this work, a research vehicle platform was built to record accurately triggered
and time stamped image data from a stereo camera pair together with a well-known
location and orientation information from a GNSS inertial navigation system. The
setup was used to collect an image dataset with a frame rate of 200 FPS from
thirteen trajectories in Finland within Espoo and Kirkkonummi. The data was used
to evaluate three state-of-the-art VO algorithms: DSO, ORB-SLAM2 and SVO2. For
all the visual odometry algorithms, a monocular and a stereo version were both tested
in offline mode and with real-time enforced execution. The results were compared to
a RTK corrected reference trajectory from GNSS inertial navigation system.

The VO algorithms were evaluated with seven different frame rates subsampled
from the original dataset, the subsampled frame rates ranged from 10 to 200 FPS.
Comprehensive experiments were performed and it was found that in high velocities,
the reliability and the accuracy of VO can be improved with high frame rate image
sequences. Furthermore, it was shown that none of the tested state-of-the-art VO
methods is completely reliable and that all the methods failed fatally in more than
one of the studied trajectories. In a precise evaluation of the results several incidents
causing deterioration of the performance were identified.

In future work, the dataset should be complemented with different scenes and
sequences in varying weather and light conditions. Besides, the cause of the stereo
camera scale errors will be investigated and corrected. The algorithm of DSO mono
should be modified to output a reliability information, preferably a covariance matrix,
together with the estimate, after which it could be used in sensor fusion with other
odometry estimates from different sensors. The development shall be continued by
implementing a generic software module for sensor fusion, which could be used to
combine the information of various estimates. Finally, the performance of combined
odometry solution from sensor fusion should be benchmarked against estimates based
on single sensor.

The fast evolution of mobile robotic applications, such as autonomous vehicles, has
increased the demands for accurate egomotion estimation. Cameras are passive and
cheap sensors that provide rich semantic information about their surroundings, and
therefore VO is a potential method to increase the accuracy of egomotion estimation.
To my knowledge, all the existing VO benchmarks were recorded with modest frame
rates of 30 FPS or below. An ultrahigh frame rate novel dataset, which was created
and precisely documented in this work, enables development and extensive evaluation
of future VO algorithms capable of providing more accurate and robust solutions. The
sequences were recorded in varying scenes with both static and dynamic environment.
In addition to a standard geometric calibration, the dataset provides a photometric
calibration and each frame contains a frame specific exposure time and gain value.
The selected VO algorithms were evaluated to validate the dataset and the acquired
results were found parallel to previous results. The detailed incident analysis showed
that all the issues of VO are not solved, but an extensive development is required to
increase the accuracy and robustness of camera-based egomotion.
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A Camera Calibration Results
A pinhole camera model and a radial-tangential distortion model was used for the
camera calibration procedure. Table A1 shows the resulting intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters with their uncertainty. For both cameras, the uncertainty of vertical
reprojection error y was notably higher than the uncertainty of horizontal reprojection
error x. Also, a considerable number of reprojection errors were outside of ±0.5 pixel
range. Reprojection errors in the range of ±0.5 pixels were considered as indication of
a good calibration. Furthermore, it needs to be noted that for projection parameters
of both cameras the vertical principal point values cy had a higher uncertainty than
the horizontal principal point values cx. The uncertainty of both principal points
was surprisingly high.

Table A1: The calibrated camera parameters. The distortion model consists of
radial distortion values k1 and k2, and of tangential distortion values p1, p2. The
projection values consist of horizontal and vertical focal lengths fx and fy, respectively.
The principal points of horizontal and vertical direction are cx and cy, respectively.
Reprojection error is described as horizontal x and vertical y direction. Quaternion
is defined by real part qw and the imaginary part qx, qy and qz. The X, Y and Z
components of 3-dimensional translation are defined as tx, ty and tz, respectively.

Left
Camera Parameters STD

Distortion
(k1, k2, p1, p2)

[ -0.13821702 0.08462711 0.00298893 -0.00023824 ] ± [ 0.00070873 0.00099611 0.00008755 0.00011094 ]

Projection
(fx, fy, cx, cy) [ 1369.89814859 1378.08507185 987.41308472 608.63346272 ] ± [ 0.21118134 0.19267979 0.49719206 0.6037558 ]

Reprojection
error (x, y) [ -0.000386 0.000078 ] ± [ 0.269338 0.322721 ]

Right
Camera Parameters STD

Distortion
(k1, k2, p1, p2)

[ -0.13852773 0.08629696 0.00298676 0.00038643 ] ± [ 0.00071688 0.00098381 0.00009482 0.00011672 ]

Projection
(fx, fy, cx, cy) [ 1367.9822836 1378.79294258 964.47704715 613.83257656 ] ± [ 0.21494293 0.19803167 0.51444328 0.61182316 ]

Reprojection
error (x, y) [ 0.000207 0.000077 ] ± [ 0.281417 0.326587 ]

Baseline Parameters STD
Quaternion

(qx, qy, qz, qw) [ -0.00186384 -0.02721408 -0.01545421 0.99950842 ] ± [ 0.00040977 0.00074493 0.0000746 ]

Translation
(tx, ty, tz) [ -1.00619953 -0.01455648 0.01532359 ] ± [ 0.00011691 0.00006914 0.0005002 ]
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